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A dependable newspaper,
dedicated four square to
the best interests of Calloway County.

Your Progressive Home Newsholier for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon May 29,1941

COMPLETE COVERAQE EVERY WEEK
Oft ALL CALLOWAY COUNTY NEWS

Vol:1AI; No.a

June Proclaimed Dairy Month n Kentucky
uIFHA Plans Announced
FHA READY TO
AID DEFENSE
1N HOUSING

Murray City if Homes

HOME CAMPAIGN STARTED 1

Mayor George Hart, in a recent speech before the
Chartiber
-erronimette, sald're'lite aM
- y ofThemes.
More and more are we attracting those who want to live
among us by-the fact we build homes of our own."
We are taking the liberty of furthering the Mayor's
wise remarks along this line by running an editorial from
Building Supply News, written rlong the same thinking
lines:

- A Queen, A Doctor, and Two Champs I BUSINESS

MEN
E OPENING
GUNS IN MURRAY

Goy. Keen Johnson
Issues State
Proclaftiatioh

--AtiOT AGAIN-IN AsLIFETIME •
When political and moral standards deteriorate and become warped;
when our whole' conception of life, and ,business, and work is threaten"Agriculture has been and -will
ed; when we no longer know where to tbria. for security; when, in short,
_Continue to be thereal source of
the world is threatened with moral and financial chaos as today, then
income for Calloway County but
--..-Irttir-the President's signature of
there is nothing for the individual to do but sournie real values for
tobacco, the principal agricultural
amendments to the National flossprotection.
revenue crop in the past, is rapidly__
ing Act creating now Title VI, the
A home is such a value, fundamental and unchanging.
declining and will no longer turn- Federal Rousing Adminteinstion is
Against a future that for every family in this country is dark with
,ish the people ef this colintY With
prepared to further the constructhe terrible uncertainty of war, the horne stands out in bold relief as the
a source of income, Dairying can
tion of homes in specified defense
only sure and satisfying refuge.
replace it." _
areas. Administrator Abner H. FerThe cycle of war for the individual and the nation is always the
Such was the text of the address
guson has _announced. '
same-artificial prosperity. apidly rising prices, personal misery and ungiven by Prof. A, Carman, head of
The legislation sets up a special
happiness, some kinds of inflation, and then harsh readjustment.
the department of agriculture at
•
$1000,000,000 FHA borne mortgage
Although not now a belligerent, this country has already eetered
Murray State College. Monday
Insurance authorization and prothe first phase of the cycle-artificial prosperity. Rapidly rising prices
night at the regular weekly meet.
vides machinery enabling private
will follow soon. But there is still time
the individual permanently to
ing of the 3foung.Business Min's
enterpriae ta supply upwards of
his-abetter coats at a reasonabte •
•
Club Of Murray. The meeting of
25,000 units in meetings' htuising
The man who does this now may Ile sure that he is acting wisely
- demands caused _r.q national des
nd well. He has built a strong shelter against the storms without. And. -Pic-lured ,-,hanissanse-giradtges-fftisca- rid Pearl respectively. Bot114e- - .We club set off the opening Pies
Murray's participation in the
'tense. actMlier . •
wberi this dreary period of killing andrdestruction, of insane ambition
DalrY registered Jerseys, three years old, June Dairy Month program.
June
Murray's
Norris.
Nancy
_
Maxim Fund Created- - ----and wanton saarifice ends, as end it *use hie home will-stand as a
-Robert -and• in the best of health at pref.;
Month.
At the club meeting, members
blessing to his family and a living tribute to his foresight.
Pitcured above is one of Mur- to ,this one can be built
Queen
'
-iiii-d--1:*:
defense housing Insurance
A
m-,ent.
chaba,
between
now with
two
standing
Mason
were presented with a bottle of
Whatever
happens
to you or your job, you must:ate/we shelter. Toftted of not more than 110.041.000 ray's many homes: This home is Federal Aid at an approximate
On
a
test,
started
the
second
pion cows, Ruby and Pearl;
milk by the local milk' plant. The.,
will beinadc available- to' the rms.' located on South Eighth Street and cost of $.Z6 00 per month. Fijians -day you.are buying that shelter at the lowest cost.
week in February, both cows were.
walls of the banquet hall Were
The government is in the housing bUsiness today with FHA, and no -longing to Dr. Manes • -----s. ,
econstruction
by the
producing over S. ppunds_qf milg ,
Finance built of Asbestos siding with As- cial institutione and building firms
decorated with Dairy Month posMiss Norris, a junior at.Miseterg per day. wham they reached
It consists of five of the city are planning to enlist government that we may put in power'in this country in the future will
Correia-don,
Mortgagee insured phalt roar.
their
State College from Guthrie, is one rriaximurn peaks of production. ; tens and each member present was . •
under the new title still be distinct rooms area basement with forced in federal defense movements to ever permit a wholesale foreclosure of homes.
givegaai
Dairy Month lapel ribbon. - -No
participatother
possession is safe. Money, stockitind borids are not values, of five beauties who is
Pearl, on the-right in the picture. •
from those insured under Section tr heating uhit. A home similar build many sunder homes here.
Professor Carman. continuing.
but only symbols. They can disappear over night, but a home remains ing in proclamation events at
.
203 of the Act, constitaing the
jiroduced,$.7 pounds while at her
always that. The only real security is a home of your own.
said. "Calloway CO11414y- giIread y is
Frankfort this week. Beauty repbulk at FHA's operations. and will
You cannot actually lose anything by buying a home, but you can resentatives were chosen from- the- best. • Ruby fell just a 'little under waking up to possibilities of dairythat record with 53.2 poundosper
have no claim upon .the asaeti of
gain something precious and permanent. Let's say th,e worst happens and Bniversity_of Kentucky, Lexinging. There has been a 30 per cent
existing insurance reserves_
.
.
everything goes. your home. too. Are yeti any worse off than if you had ton, and -the four state teachers day. •
inarease in production of milk ps
The broad objectives of Title
not-bought the home? No, because you will have paid less per month colleges at Muerass--,:. Richmond,. - Both'it - these cows have taken ducts since the first of this- year
_
first _plate--ribbons in the County due
VT are . its maximum pal-Heinen-cm
for your house than you would have ter rent, besides the pleasure de- Morehead and Bowling- Green.
to
Fair fee the 'last -three years. prices, three things: Lower tee'by private capital under FHA
rived.
better"selktItet
•isisheeleamt
multiage Marone.,-Itr-ttte
tetth
airiattallirrytie drivieMgage Use lose"of"your hornela a -The two- -conia-nres-ran.-theelefts-Beast--gaess--histiseree -twin
pastures.
structiori of added housing fecalremote possibility. Today youreare far surer, far safer, investing in a Observer's Cowslip of F. 2nd, and one a Milt tact-11.1 the-eaery- e1. 'Dean Cooper of the University
Sibyl King's .ROSebud. and on the ter. Ruby gave birth' to one calf of Kentucky
trea'..-esepsissed for defense industry
James "Jimmy" Wesley Cream. home than you can be of anything else.
Mary Russell Williams. County
tells us that one good
right Dr. Mason calls them Ruby during the same period.
. „
Yes, this is a good time to build.
workers in areas where there is Court Clerk. announced today that age 17. died at St. Mary's Hospital.
dairy 'cow can produce as much or
reasonable assurance of permanent Tuesday. June 3. would be the last Centralia.
In the lifetime of most etsiseillerearlIf-netter'be-telsetter.-Harold
Sunday morning of
more profit as one acre of dark
need for the new dwellings after day for registration to vote in the peritonitis. A short service was H. Rosenberg.
'
tobacco. It is doing that 14 thls
conducted by Rev A. C Smith Arn
the end of the -defense ernergency; earning elections.
•county now.
Murray
has done some building'-enOitgh to attract
and 2 safeguarding the estab"Daffy'. farmers, whether they
Tor infoanation of these who Centralia. where, Jimmies father
was a former pastor in the First attention-hut -that is onry the beginning.,We
lished FHA-insured mortgage pro- haven't registered. the
have`a_jarge or a small herd, in
have much
following Baptist
Church, before the body more to do.
gram -against 'excessive _risks Or requirements for eligilailitylla
We are growing, but we can reach unlimited
Ken- was carried to his
Two defense training voursea this Mate or any other •state in,the
losses in connection with the in- Lucky aiv'required:
home in Blythecoilect higher revenues
-s
e--._•. ville. Ark_
woodworking and elementary elec- liblon'.-Sunday eight. Funeral heights in this -direction. -Government agencies. cooperat- •
surance of home loans Indefense
Funeral services were held $un- tricity, are. being put into opera- from farming. • That is, a fact, beTo have been a. sesident of the services Were
ing with our nanciaTirtirbitfiding industriek'are lendthen
4
.
conducted
by
industry 'areas. •
cause
it
builds up the land and.'
state for .12 morithe a resident -et Rev..,carpentee'pastor,
day at 3:00 p. m. at the tint tion at Murray State College. Inof the First ing-every
• •
'
means that the farmer has a chance Z•-___.
, S..• .. •
• With the new amortising' type the county for six months
Methedisithtirs.111 ...
-are -Dee ftadfordt- wood tO diversify his farming methods.
--Tlift-paribilV111-EttertifitTifbiingio onr citizens every McKnight Fair. 31, wife at
.110Vir ih- Oberlakin 1E11.Veic._ trotAting.' and B. J. Hoffman, elecThen
_rindlast
Baptht
hroChw
ughtell"4"
back to-the
Dexter
bodYMeil
.
"I urge farmers in this courtible _to Icise yoUr in, son Of Mr.- and hict:It. I- tricity.
possible ..aid it can in helping make Mtrrray a-"City of Fair,
disy fer.burtal ,
r.
. ,
.
,
if they are planning on keepvest sti2.eding
Fair of Murray.
-C
to :local BuildThese- coutsee•ere,gor the °title- 'Yr
If
have moved since le
-and
He le wvved by his' peseseil, Horntbe -Nrhieltrin-ternis of dollars
means ining
cows. to hemp good cows. CalIng-ind-rnatertal MTIL IleteTer alMrs. Fair - died of .tallertaskeeksechoed youthS between the ages
low precinct to an- Rev. 11R1 Mrs. Harden
treated
'ssoutred--propertur
:
AM
afutlit
loway
County; average cow .is ,
ready his a shortage and being W- other
the lierrnan-Keifee Hospital in De" of 17 -arid 25.- AnYehe interelted -in
ou shoulff come to the sisters, Elizabeth Nelle. Bonnie
now
producing only 4.050 pounds '
troit on Thursday. May 22. She the Courses are urged to contact W.
rested in a area where federal - de'- Counrv Clerk's office and transfer Jean, Mary
Sue. Shirley, and Charof
milk
per year, which is an avertense will play a prominent part your registration
had been ill for some time. ruggs H. Brooks. supervisor.
lene; and one .brother..Hayden, Jr..
•
Courses age or below-average
cow.
houling of employee!' for GilThe Reverend Quincey
are free
Mrs Vrilliams further stated that all of Blytheville: his grandparents,
"Remember, too,' if you are planbertssalle Dam. A local building she would
conducted the funeral- servites,„ Classes arc meeting five nights
like to comply with Mr. and Mrs. Will Cream. of Blucampaign now will bay big divi- many requests to mall
with the Rev Sam P Martin, Rtv. each week and will continue for ning on dairying. that ,our own
out or bring ford. III. and Mr. and Mrs. John
dends to home owners. Beth banks registration cards to those
J. Mack Jenk ins. and the Rev. .eight v.eeks at 710 at the College, county- here cap absorb twice t'he '
request- A Andrus, of Dexter; and .othee
amount of milk products as it
In Murray can explain the require- ing them kat on a ruling
Burtis Fair assisting. Burial was They began Monday._
• '
from the relatives. Mrs. Tony Thurman a
now is," concluded Professor Car.
ments under.this law fur financing Attorney General's office stated Mrs. Graves Hetalois, of this
in the Murray City Cemetery.
city,
man. .
Mrs. Fair was a• member of the
arid foe& . building firms can also that it would be illegal The At- are aunts.
help in,planning and
In events and programs at the
Sunday, June I, at Lynn Greve, Crofton Methodist Cfiurch. near
eXeS1111ad_$be- torney General ruled that all perThe pallbearers- were -Me school
State Capitol this week at Frankthe National Youth Administration Hopkinsville. She is survived by
han.
sons.' to legally qualify to partici- mates of
. • .
Blytheville. who • were:
will present to Lynn drove High her father.- and mother. Mr. and
Funeral
services
pate in Kentucky elections, must Randall' BrOgdon.
for
Frank fort, Governor Keen Johnson isBuddy Wallace.
School and community the reeimtly Mrs. Nelson McKnight, Sr.. and .11.1i1Jer Redden, age 14..who died sued a proclamation of June Dairy
appear'iri person to register at the Leon Davis. Wallace
Normali
ty:
n
.
0:
completed wprk shop. The building twee brothers, Leon ilind Nelson, in'.Detroits were held. at the First Month for Kentucky.
County Clerks office.
ny. O'Dell, and Joluuly
"Whereas June is the,. seaton of
will be open between 1:30 and 2:30 Je .
Baptist Church
here Tuesday
„.„,_.petinsess_ere were. Yewell Harris Burial was 'in Old Salem ' cease- abundant production." the Goyfoe inspection.
Construction of the building was son. Carl Harrison! Billy Fair. tery. He is 'survived by his par- s'ernor proclaimed. "I do urge our
The animal baccalaureate,sermon under the manligernent,and
euper- Eugene -Fair, Thomas Scruggs and ents. Mr. and.Mrs. Arthur Redden, citizens to enjoy more of the defor the graduating class of Murray vision of, Bobbie R. Grogan.
two brothers and his grandparents. licioue Wholesome products of
agri- Collis- Scruggs.
High School was -delivered Sun- culture instructor at Lynn Grove,
the dairy.• and thereby enrich
health and at the same time add
day evening. May 25, at the school and Claud 'I'. Wright. foreman of
stability to this industry in a paauditorium by the,Rev. L. A:Har- Lbe NYA at Lynn Grove
riod.ot peak abundance"
ing. pastor of the first PresbyFinancing of the .building was M
Kentucky's dairy indirstry. the
terian, Church of, Murray, who supplied
by the Calloway County
Governor
said, _furnishes fail'time
used as his subject "Living a Life Board of
Education through the
employment
to 50.000 people.
to -ray cpuntrymen and to my coun- Without a Ceiling."
cooperation and efforts of T C.
The
event
was arranged by
Following the processional of Arnett, superintendent of the Caltry's cause. I have tonight issued a
Ivan Jett, director of the division
proclamation that an unlimited na- the 30 gradbating seniors. Retr. J. loway lanunty schools.
of markets of the. Departmeht of
Dr, William J.Hutchins. tonne
tional emergency elitists and re- Mack Jenkins. pastor of the Mur•
Tools, amounting to $800, which
AgricrIture.
,
re, sident of Berea College. udf•
,quires the strengthening of our ray Methodist Church, gave the inII
be
used
In
classes
Tlee'three dairy queens who arthe
to
be
r the baccahureatie sermon for
guest
the
of
county's
this
newsvocation
after
which
defense to the extreme limit- of
the audience conducted. were surfislied by the
rived in time for, the ceremony at
•
WASHINGTON. May 27-Presi- our national
Murray Training School's Ju
papers9ind
the
Sun-Democrat.
sang
"Love
Divine."'
Rev.
C. C. National Defense Program through
power and authority."
iSee "Dairy Month," Page 71 .
ir.,duation class of twenty-four dent Roosevelt announced in his
Miss Starks wiH "compete with
Thompson read the scripture les- the .Vocational Agriculture Depart20.000 Kentuckians to Rejester
.
members in the college auditorium worldwide radio address Tueeday
nearly
score
son
a
of
which
other
was
county
taken
from
Roman
Courses
ment.
are
woodworking
in
Tpe second draft 'regi;tration,
June.1 at •3 p. m.
night that he had issued a proc• •
queens at the Padueah festival for
set for July
by President Roose- 12. A vocal solo *ü_presented and electricity. In addition. beginDr. Charles W. Welch, pastor of lamation declaring_ Abet an Unby Miss Ruth Hepburn, of the- riing June 2. an eight-weeks auto
a
velt,.
Miss Urbena Starke is CelloWay the -title ofdeestival Queen and the
the Fourth_.,Avenue Preshrtetlah I en lied natienal emergency exists 20,000 will add the names of about Murray College faculty. accom- ineohanics course will be taught by
honor of reigning over the thr_eg7
County's Strawberry Queen
Kentuckians who have beCluirch..Louieville. will deliver the and requires the strengthening of
day
festival.
The
Festival
panied
at
Queen
the
C.
piano
T. Rushing. owner of the- Murby Miss Marcome 21 _years old since October
Tabulation of ballots clipped -also will receive a $60 cash award.
gornmencement address on . Miura- our defenses to the extreme' limit
jorie Palmquisi also of the collage. ray Auto Parts,
from this and -Oilier newspapers
Say Morning. June 5. at 10 o'clock of our natroriel.,DeSver and author- HI to the Ibit-tif le:iterate/ seIttfers.
"This
is
an
occasion
oL.,irly
and
Children of Calloway County are
All out-of-school rural youths be' published in this county, and from
Cot-Frimk D,..ftash, State Selective
in the college -auditorium.
were, the
°peeling tween the ages of 17 and 25 are
eligible to compete in the West
.
Service Director, estishated 'rues- solemnity."
Paducah
Run-Democrat,
today
the
included iii tho class of 24 leUsie " An.ifdditicin. the
words* of the' Reverend Mr. Har- eligible to enroll in the classes and
. *resident sicked day.
Kentucky Strawberry Festival kidAugust graduate. Manna Joe-tie whether. in view of the world siting. -"We are gathered hertr"illf will be awarder a semi-skilled vo- revealed ..ItiSS Stark's total was die and pet parade to be held At
votet above her
473.700. 83,000
Basing his estimates on the ratio this time No bring spiritual
Smith. The other 23 graduates are: uation, the Nation should "hesitate
values cational certificate upon compfe- nearest competitor.
Paducah -51 10 a. M. Friday, June
between total registrantif in the to you graduates
that we believe than of the course. The toots and
8.
.Walter David esdamir,- Fred- Ey-• to take every single measure nec- Nation
Votes compiled by the 11 other
.last October and in the are a _part. and parcel of
equipment
will
become
sehe Atkins. Amt' Thomas.Richard easary to maintain our American
properthe
your-rtife.
A new bicycle Will be awarded
contestant, in this county for the
State alone, Colonel Rash also pre"'He that overcometh shall'. in- ty of the Lynn Grove school.
Arinstrong, Imogene Bailey, Paul liberty."
. title Of Strawberry Queen- were: . for the best entry in the parade,
'dieted that about 3.00ti men Will herit all things.'
1
Bailey.•Matiorie Carolyn Bowwere the words
Te. _this he added:
and in addition cash awards totalMiss IneS Wakirep,
register. In . Jefferson County on spoken by the Master," the speak,ien..Mary Josephine Broach. Chas. "Our people and our
Govern-, July 1.
, Retlite• 6. Murray
390.700 ing $35 will be made.
=
-Mitchell Collis. Charles Dougl
er stated. "American youth have
-ant will not hesitate to meet that imeeeevese Awaked
Miss Treva Mae Adams,
Childrenmayedress. in costumer'
Clarkellobbye Nelle Enoch, Mar- c haltengs.
the _sky as their lima. If you
Route l'e•Farmington
2110,190 and march' ta the parade, or may
State headquarters awaited in- chose .to' live a life without a ceilIdle" rougher. Richard Preston
There's been a lot reed about
e
7.-•
Jones,
Mary
Miss
Nits
the President or a united, str-uctions from. Washingtoa re- ing you have in your
dress their. pets. or they may dec(aholson. Gene Swann Graham,
possessioq a
Memorial Day. Maybe its all
Routs a, Kirksey,
258,400 orate toy waxons or tricycles as
. determined people I saY' garding the detaila .of the new reg- unique life to give to
,oti Ella Gibbs, Martha I.ou Cuter: amt'
society.
Seek
been said, all there is -to say,
Miss Jeanette Downs,
miniature .floata.and enter them in
nartha Belle Hood. Sue Miller eilemnlyistration. which is th be conducted a purpose and use this unique_
Paul Twitchell, of Paducah. has
Murray ,
_._ 250.300 the procession. There will be a -and there's nothing more.
OSA iter. Berbert Ailed rdarNe. "'We retert the ancient Amer- at the existing draft boards in- contribution io bringing it to a ilbeent invited to make a•jtalk at
•
separate section for coloakd air- ;
'tau Sue Poynee Thomas_ Guthrie lean ductr ne ofe freedom of the stead of at registration iitations ,in reality. Do not feel inferior with he Huckleberry Artist Colony, Miss Tercesa Colburn. .
But there is shnir4hing motel
Route 5, Murray ... ____ 2V.300 ciren. who will be awarded cash
Thurmond. Mary Florence Thur- seas
each precinct as was the case last this uniqueness," the
words,
Not
in
perhaps-not even
minister Hendersonville. N. r7,--iii August. Miss Martha
Lee Skaggs.
prizes totaling $13.
"S'We reisSerl the solidarity of October. Expected wen are ship- urged.
?len, William Lawrence Wai:libten.
deeds: but something vital
at the regular session
in Dexter , Of .
. cla
,... 98.600
Entry blanks for the kiddie and that we feel and know in our
the twenty-one American repub- merits of registration blanks for
Charlotte Hood Wear.
'And I ask 'Ma you _develop a ceentive writing. Miss Beauton Kesterson, ' •
'
t paradein
Hof in
veral degrees. includ- hes vend the Dominion of Canada distribution to the .160
faloyalkt•-•144.44,--ttms-- Some-of- the 87,100 ducah Sun-Democrat this week. thers and sotn and brothers
ffouteT A:1111.0
,,,g
won't bog down easily. Do year program are: Rex Beach,
the University of In the preservation of the inde- boards in the State,
novelist:
Miss
Katherine
Pay
pendence
Willi/MSof
the
Children
clip
may
a
tin
blank,
hemisphere.
it,
so
that we might have
died'for,
('hicag
111h was •conferred on
In a National scale. about 1.000.- best in all undertakings: because Majorie Kinnan 'Rawlings.
PulRoute .2. Murray
69.100 and send in to the Kiddie and Pet .serngthing to live'for. •
"T'e have pledged material 000 men are expected to be affect- you must do your beat
him by
sen, who is now presido no less, tiver.prite winrreitt Lloyd Douglas, Miss Mary Elizabeth
Redden,
Parade
Manager,
Greater
Paducah
deist of that institution, Dr. _Hut- supPok So the other democracies cd by the President's order draft"Do not be tempted by easy vieIndeed, their very memory is
Route 7. Murray
56,000 Association, Paducah. Ky., or they_
chins is now serving in advisory of the world'-and we will fulfill ing those who must register as all tortes and ease dividends. We all novelist:, Jack Wciodford. highest
paid scenerio writer in Hollywood, Miss Dot Linville,
may write the parade manager, something we cherish. There are
_
,cipacity for the Danforth Foundil, that- pledge.
unregistered- male citizens and want sictory - but chase a victory Ruth
Bryan Owen; Frances Parkothers who fought in Flanders
"life In the 'Americas will de- aliens in the United States, Hawaii, that will be hard to
:on whose task it
Route 5. Murray -...--.: 22,600 giving their name, address, and
to enhance
win. Our.best inson Keyes, novelist -and man Miss
Juanita Williams,
describing -whet they plan to do _fields_ and whose remains are
"the_ religions values of high retools ride whether and when and where Puerto Rico and Alaska who have satisfactions are those you
Must
others.
that_-_eannot be marked.
Murray_s___•.:-___-:.____-_,--_. .6.300 in. the, pasada-------r----'-••-•
collegee.7 with special erhphile our American intereett are attacked attained their twenty-first birth- wait-for, do -not accept
satisfac- ---"The invitation- was presented to - Miss Starks is a daughter of Mr.
The procession will form at Bark- this day. These were our COMes for a time upon the...teachers or bur irecurfty threatened.
daYs on or before July 1.
tion at once. And, too. beware 'Cif Twitchell en his short story. "In
rades-your
defenders-stop far
and Mrs Urban Starks of Murray. ley Park at ae80 a. m. June 6.
"'We are placing our armed 'to Go At Bottom
*gee
selfish irresponsibilities. Youth of Fifteen
Minutes." Which
won
She is 19, a graduate of Murray It will march out Brcradlitay from •ri short time on Friday and reDr. Welch was awarded the AI- force!strategic ihilitary• vowIt is expecte& that the new today is asking for responsibility fourth place in
member what they died for: A
the spring short High School. has one year at Mur- Second Street, and prizes will be
rernon Sydney Sullivan medallion
men signed, in each area wiff be while the older generation is seek- story contest. whiclk
had 2300 en- ray State College, a graduate of awarded at Ninth and Kentucky 'country filled with peace and
"'We, will not Mediate In use put at the bottom of their local ing to- avoid it.
be the CfniVersity of Kentucky for
happine,
,,. and may -ArrilighTSr
. tries. And also on Isis extraordin- thePaducah School of Beatuy Cul- Avenue after the parade- is over.
Tale(' to the state of Kentucky our drilled forces, to repel attack, draft Hats, but that the boards will
"tri putting a ceiffng on life you ary record of sales In 2940 which
God help us to keep it so.
•
lure, and an. employee of - KathSecond prig., will be $10. third,
"'We reassert our abiding faith be inclined to go quickly through can never realize the
iring 1938 He has been pastor
„fullness Of
_
$5, and the next seven $1 each.
I the FOurth Avenue Presbyter-Hui in the vitality of our constitution-, the list- of older registrants in or- life and there is a danger of hay- gained him national recognition. ryne'e Beauty Shop.
MAKE
ERWIN.
The story _will appear In the
As this county's Strawberry First prize for colored children
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--Mrs. Smith, Aliss_
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To
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airs. Odell-6110th and Miss Dot
Lpsifle h000red Mrs. Sue Salmon
with a shossier Friday, May 16. at
- the home of Mrs George Linvree.
ee. • After the eserteetes which . were
-e=e-sserearebsr-Mrte. =Wrier- Surtiar......Para Rub-.e-Haegite and atre
theehoneeee was seated _in
_
the, 3/11O-0
the guests A sirup.waSIIM loadea
with gifts
was
breugstst in by Patsy Jo Buchanan
elereeleerreShoemaker
followed
and
- bySlut Ferris, Norma- few San- ,
rnonse Mar on Hargis. Peggy fomirilearY Carlin Smith -arid Jerry Buchanan. each bearing gifts.
Refreshments of
punch
and _
cookies were eerved to 1%frs. CarlI0,13 Buchanan and children. Mrs.
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"ore "Ifieridiy
- • itfterfroon Seheit
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.s
Mee Fux. ise
- Teteem mirk:VA
the' thing repine which -held
u,g
er-tarl -garden feririttees-in- Ar 'Ale
arrangements - Was 11. S. . he
-Jae-- 'waiter:It-She prise he
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Iteese-Calfriele Cutelbn. Mrs. M. U.
Carman.- Mrs: earner It Richmond:
Mrs. B. F. Scherffitis. Mrs. Marvin
Fulton. Mrs. W. J. Caplinger.. kb's.
Joe Garton Mrs. C. R. McGoven.
Mrs. Roy Stewart,- Mrs. eeitehrt
Milliereelltms A. P. Parkey..Mrs. L.
R. Piatnans. Mrs. C. S. Lowry. Mrs,
E. S. Diuguid. Jr., Miss Marjorie
"Patcluist, Miss MarionBeard, Miss
Carrie Allison. Mrs. A. V. Wolfson.
Mrs. .W. J. Gibron, Miss Louise
- -Thiele leas Nadine Overall. Mrs.
-L
Price. Doyle and Mrs. J. W. Carr.

-
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Miss he
Friday. May 30
.
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s _144. 4otyl
.- The--13:11tre Notts Sewtrife•Citei entertained with a' tee
will meet with Mrs. Hall Hood at, afternoon at . their home in honor
3:30 p. m.
of Miss Ruth Hepburn whose mare
ridge to Mr. Willis Park ison will
,
Saturday., May. 31
patistaze in June. leseeseeleeneee enes4i,c. pupil.
M.
-Oravest Miss iiar-After Wadies will'
Mrs- W. J. Cap-jtaiisissist,reeital at 750 ceekreireal, the Sai
-'
Womap's Club Maw._ The public linger. Mrs. Mary; Kris Met"oy Hall.
Mie-- A
S Dieted-id.
is invited.
-
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Monday, June S.
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• -The Mosideresifternoon bridge _Among the other guests ,were
glob wail meet with Mrs. M.- G. Dr. and Mn;James H. Richmond;
Carman.
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r Use. .
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••• • •
Miss Alice Robertson. Mrs. J. N. '
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JUNIOR WEEK TO
BE HELD AT STATE
UNIVERSITY

tack of extacise, food allergies, vitamin deficiences. spoiled and 'rotton foods, give rise to the many
troubles.
Regarding the many causes and
different types of skin disturbances do you wonders at the":1111.satisfactory answer you may get
When you drop in on your veterinarian and say: "My dog, has a
breaking out; what can I give
him?" •

Veterinary Talks ...
By S. H. Dorfman, D.V.M.

s

OWN YOUR HOME
IS BEING MADE
MUCH EASIER

Two Hundred Mattresses Each Week
—Are Turned Out By County Center

Piversd
ifie
Calloway COunty

Hazel FFA's Plan ,.Champion Tobacco
Pensacola, Fla.,- Tour
IEWnwarded

At the first summel. meeting of
By pioducing tobacco'
the Future Fanbek of America Of brought an average of $428.96 an
Skin Diseases in the Dog
H Berry ed. Logans_COUlltif
Skin diseases are classified' as
Use Ilawal Chop-Vic emtristostossansiss
•
farm shop- recently 'constructed on Was narned champion grower at a
put aside and non-parasitic. Fleas,
given by the Tolice, and ticks are _parasites &hat
Washington, D. C., May 28, 1941. the Hazel High School campus, special program
Approximately 800 4-H club boys can be seen with the naked eye.
—Home ownership Under the FHA plans for the annual tour which bacco Board ofs Trade and Chamand girls, representing every coun- These cause an irritation and itchof Hopkinsviltet
will
carry
her
of
Cometeree
'them
to
Pensacola,
Fla.,
plan is enabling many- families to
ty in the state, are expected to at- ing of the skin and the traumatfe
A. Clittpltifis.sLyon County, settlspend a reduced share of their in- were mita' to take The Trip the
tend the annual Junior Week at lesions seen are the result of
e ',crop al an average of 4412.68 an
THE VETERINARY
come for shelter and -to stabilize week- of June 10.
the University of Kentucky June scratching, biting, and rubbing. Hy- "WHAT
their monthly housing costs for the
PROFESSION MEANS TO
The new officers were installed acre: Boyd Martin of Tennessee,
gienic and -sanitary methods are
future, regardless of rental trends, for the coming season. They were $399.73, and Jim. Jennings,' Carlisle
That116AbiegNKlager_Live.ND":
Countyssar_st_ district elimination restu'red sfor.—the eradicatian elL
•
Federal Housing Administrator A. Bill Ed Hendon, president; Robert County. $35.56.,,,
contests are being held to select these parasites.
Fergerson stated today.
Credit for the dramatic decrease
Waters.
vice-president:
Harold
12 home economics teams and 12
Far more troublesome and more in child mortality during the last
Frank
The average monthly payment Grogan, reporter; 'Will
agriculture teams to give demon- serious are
C.,burch Welk
the . microscopic f.--cen quarter century belongs predomifor housing by borrowers under Steeley. secretary; Wagon Moore,
strationt at Junior. Week. Also a with the aid of microscope) 1.:a:•a- nantly to the veterinary,profession.
the FHA plan It low at the start, treasurer; Hardiman Miller, WatchBeiRepaired
number of team; will demonstrate sites. The mtos common of OISSe --For If- is -to practicing veterrepresents a relatively small pro- dog. .
soil conservation methods
are the mange mites. There are inarians, cooperating with the vetportion of income and, most sigAll per ens Iinterdsted In the •
The club showed a $15.00 earning
The belyi and girls will -attend several species of these but Ilse erigarians of the United- States
ificantly7- remains' constant, Mr. on two pigs and
have agreed to Well at Liberty 7hurch Ore invited
classes throughout the week, hear best known are the demodectic and Bureau of Animal Indostry, that
uson said.
undertake a project on tomatoes in
meet at the 4hurch Friday, May
prominent speakers each morning harcoptic. The former of these America owes the recent announcefor the average home cooperati
with the Calloway
to rep$' the well.
and.At
vesper services.- -eaeh--of sahe pretties) eradication
vomrnonfr referred - toowner, arifIthlt onarstas
- will - take s- COuhty
getable Gtowers ASThe wel
evealing.
al are in danger orSpeakers will include mange". It is often difficult to tea, _et bovine tuberculosis from every
maller part gf his' income al in- sociation. , _ - Gov. Keeh Johnson: Dr. H. L. Don- these two apart through clinical county and every state in the
ving to and immediate repairs
comes in general trend to rise.
a-- - - ovan, the new president of the symptoms only. Fungi, or veget- United States." It is to veteriade is order to prevent
Furthermore, he and his family will chase of 0 home is an investment East be
shortage of water at the church.
University of Kentucky; Willie able parasites, is „seen as ring- narians
in
production
labora
be protecteed indefinitely from any in future' security," Mr. Ferguson
'Your a - asked to- come and.
Snow Ethridge, Louisville author, worm
Shown above With the first mattress matetU1t8 are the seven
infestation. The
lesions tortes that we owe the purity of
threat of increased rents- and home said.
and Dean Thomas P. Cooper, act- caused by the fungi start as small tbe. products used in the cattleDistrict Chairmen of the Calloway County Mattress Project. Left to
financing costs.
Borrowers on mortgages insured bring tool necessary for this work.
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ing presalent of the university. , red
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enlarge out"No matter what happeng In the in 1940 under the FHA system are
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G. R. Ragsdale, Chairman
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uncertain. future, this man's basic paying on an average of $26.59
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demands, a group of older club
It is through- the
payment to interest and principal monthly in the case of new homes
The -non-parasitic skin diseases tuberculosis.
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The,
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manufactured,
Department of Agriculture.
wilt-be virtually eliminated sex- mem for new homes and of $4 for
inteahal and external ,sources.
__Thousands wno uncter former being turned out in, the Callo.
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ment anerising - living costs, pµr- less than $30 a month.
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irritation.
Two
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see
that
each
tc0Eletp
The internal causes are much
person.,learns the various steps in"-FOR 20 YEARS more troublesome as they cannot
County' volved in makiog a mattress.
I've found ADLERITCA satisfactory." altvays be determined. A family
Supervisors
at the present time
(II.- B.-Mich.) When bloated with or breed may hava hereditary
Two crops expected to addao in- are Mrs. Tom Henry, New Con.
gas, annoyed by bad breath or sour tendency towards a thin, sensitive,
stomach, due to delayed bowel ac- non-pigmented skin that will be comes in Calloway County this cord, and Mrs. James Potts, Kirks
tion,.try ADLER1KA for QUICK susceptible to skin tremble. Diet season are green wrapped toma- ley
relief. Get it TODAY.
Two members from each-family
causes the greatest number of skin toea and peaches. One hundred
Dale. Stubblefield & Co., Dentists disturbances.
Overfeeding
and and five farmers have contracted make their own mattresses in one
to grow 86 acres of tomatoes to district chairmen serve voluntarily.
be picked green and wrapped for. day and take the, well-made, good
shipment. Almost 100 farmers are looking mattress home with then's.
having their first experience with Homemakers in -each community
FINE CLEANING CAN RE DONE
tree fruits. County Agent J. T. throughout the county distribute
Coclazan-sseess-pcospecta.
raising and-sts;aoh applieants- -how
PRICES!
of
almost. 10,000. *orals
of to make the ticks, which is an imma.
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portant step in making the mattress one pi best quality.
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LIVING FROM THE FARM
by JNO. T. .COCHRAN
Agricultural Extension Ages!

Can

milk from Kentucky's best Jerseys.

'and

FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

nd
-

District chairmen of the I:abject
from
Thirty-fOOr Martin County 4-Wars are
Homemakers
Club'
are for the first time Setting 2410 throughout tha county. which is
divided into seven districts.
to 500 strawberry plants.

CLEANED

'Sic

Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Lcdger, .

by RACHF.L ROWLAND
Home Demonstration Agent

I

• Farm people should produce as
Strawberry
time!. To
some
much of their 'food as possible and people that means Hie year's cash'
on some coMmodities a surplus to crop but to most farm .families it
sell. A lot a questions have been means having all the lush ripe
asked about what to substitute for berries one can eat for several
weeks in the spring.
tobacco.
For many, years those fortunate
Dairy cattle ranks next to tobacco In farm income and has for or wise enough to have their own
some time. The farm accouni book strawberry plot have enjayad one
of the most delicious fruits availsummary on 36 farms in 1938 shows
the old dairy cow pr_oducing $78.05 able to any one, but only recentper cow and one &en: of tobacco ly has research brought to light
'47127 income. In 1939 44 Calloway the high food value of the 'berry.
County farms were •classified ac- The fruit so lovely - in color, so
cording to type of soil and on the delightful in fragrance and so de76 farms' on level upland the dairy. licious, in _ flavor is just as good
r one .to:Cat as it _looks and
cow 'income was $1`31112 and one
testes..
acre of tobacco was $76.33.
Stravalaerries Ara- • partieularly
farms jn the broken and good
The
source of Vitamin C. 'the
bottom' lands had a per dairy cow etissive vitamin that is so easily deincome of $71.29 and a • per acre stroyed by heat ,or storage. They
of tobacco income of $56.40.
are a fairly good- source of mama_ Thus a .te_evident that_one aver- als so that the 'diet' is improved
age dairy cow is equal to an av- by liberal use of strawberries durerage acre of tobacco or better in ..ing tea, season.
this county. The only, reastiO Hie"
Ordinarily no food should be
dairy cow income for the county served so frequently that the fatios
/. does hot exceed the tobacco in- ily tires of it but this can be
over*Come for the county is because looked for strawberries as they are
there are more acres of tobacco ripe for such a short time and
than number of dairy cows.
then, too, they can be served in
In 1939 there were 7787...- acres-of.
. many different ways.
—
tobacco in the county and Only
5013 dairy cows and heifers milked.
Should this situation come about
If the nusnber of cows on farms every man. Woman and child in
in 1939 had been equal to the acres the county woOld have access to all
of tobacco and at the per cow re- the- dairy products they need' to
turn and per acre of tobacco re- eat. Why not increase the number
turn as above the dairy induttry of. cows and the amount of farm
would have exceeded the tobacco incomes butter, milk and other
industry by approximately $35,- dairy products used by Calloway
for the county.
County people.
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YOU _LIVE ON A FARM, INCLUDE JERSEY CATTLE AND MILK PRODUCTION FOR SALE AS WHOLE MILK IN YOUR FARM PLANS. IT-Wit..t•
PLAN FOR DIVERSIFIED FARMING, BUILT AROUND WHOLE
PAY
MILK FFRODUCTION, AS THE BEST FARMING PLAN FOR OUR COUNTY.
W

-

y001

.-
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MOST SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY. IF NONE IS
'MILK
PAPING YOUR FARM, SEE US AND WE WILL T R Y TO ARRANGE A
_---ROUTE SERVICE FOR YOU...
ROUTES REAelf

a
MUR RAY MICR PRODUCTS CO.

• Don't

miss this unusual get acquainted offer? Think
of it—one full Pint of Sherwin-Williams Enatneloid (regular price 83c) for only 49c I Your chance to see for yourself, at a remarkable bargain price, how this top quality
enamel gives sparkling new life to furniture, walls and
woodwork. Now, before it's too late, come to our store and
get a can of genuine Emoneloid.-This offer won't last long.
Your choice of 16 colors. (Offer does not include gold or
silver).

"
-• A Payroll. Evary
Two Weeks To More

i.han1,000'Peopie In

Van,

V

*111aa
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utray.'s-Trade Are a

THIS COUPON SAVES YOU 34c
Thu toopon ontitlim you to pathos.. • pint eau Shor•
Eammakad at prim Myatt-used ADA...
•

•011•11=1

4.1=MMA

18 PLANT EMPLOYEES
j7 TRUCK DRIVERS

Marra
hIsseralara TO A &fib-MU
ee

UNOLEUM VARNISH

8-W FLOOR ENAMEL

Try Sherwin-Williams Des

For wood, linoleum and
Cement floors. Dries hard
overnight. Tough
long wearing,
washable. Comes
in 10 lovely wawa.

for making your linoleum
brighter, and easier to keep clean
... and for longer

MURRAY PAINT &
WALLPAPER CO.
Phone 323
101 f4. 4th

A faithful friend and servant, your family cow dees
7-1W best to supply your familx.with lots of good milk
daily. She does a job—and deserves the best in feed
—feed that's built to mare lots of milk and to keep
her in condition for long years of service.
We carry a supply of Purina Dairy Chows at all
times. Come in, let us tell you more about the
Punna Plan offeeding your cow to help her do her
job of making lots of good milk at low cost.

• PASTEURIZED MILK • BUTTERMILK • BUTTER •POWDERED MILK

MURRAY MILK PRODUCTS CO.
TELEPHONE 191

ECONOMY FEED STORE
OLIVER CHERRY _
HALL McCUISTON

,
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AMAZE
BY ARNOLD
SCIENT1FACTSA-•-•MINUTE

- CAianpany
The Calloway- Publishing
•

R. Ft. MELOAN. President
Putilishers of

„.-

THE-LEDGER & TIMES • "Ka:laud:3a _Greatest- Weekly Newspaper" •
cassoadsusa
•Thls Maw Ledger. The Calloway Tiram. and •fts

OVIATORS BEFORE MAN

YOUR HEALTH
by DR. J. A. OUTLAND
County Health Officer
Loan
Federal
Adminisdrator
Wince announced the allocation of
$850.0P1.000 for use in enlarging
progr
and Speeding the .bisintiiiby • building
Government-owned
and
plants
increasing the supply of
essential materials.
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eager tO lisde-on die biggest Ford car
arid the finest Ford- vs/me ever offered!
Check that value! Check the passenger space cif
the new 1941 Ford-greatest in its field; Check
comfort-art entirely new tide! Check sajety-higgest hydraulic brakes of any car near its price!
Check economy-the Ford won first place in its
class in the 194 1 Gilmore•Grand Canyon
se _
-.Economy
are now!

,a-Chea die- great oteal anci
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tow..
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train.
She returned to Texas
when done place .114 over and
to join her husband who travels
steam, adding ,a liftle cold water.
for Hess -& Clark.
Eh? Miss Rachel?.
Mialltilla and Miss Junior RamPicking strawberries is keeping
We made it to. Concord tho in
So far I have 52 candidate cards.
I had taken up crocheting for a
sey,
of
daughters
Johnnie
most everyone in this section of
Ramsey,
time to assist Mt. and Mrs. Glenith
Was in Murray Saturday after7". ^.5
.
er
hobby. (made one doily) until I Wisehart,
returned home here from a
the county busy- just now. How- noon. Paul Abell and Ottis Val- I print Kings. Queens and deuces
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley have
., could find room in the Ledger & Smith
two weeks visit to their uncle,
ever, because of the dry weather entine were the only boys in the. on the backs then play soliloquy to
and Mr. and • Mrs. Rainey
see which one has played the deuce.
Hurley Ramsey and family of
Times again, thu I'll admit I'd much Lovins at
the crop has been cut short.
& Times office to ,transact Dictionary says played the devil?
the fish fry at Rainey's.
.4,
East Prairie, Mo. Their uncle and
-----"'• T--rather write than crochet.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Adams were business.
Was sorry we didn't get 'back his wife and son accompanied them
I hate to hear a guy over the
' --- - • Belly in spring I just likd to
the guests of ,Mr. and Mrs. Ifall
for the - singing at St. Mary's here.
I, Sarh Marr and Oscar Tee- "air" begging for money to hear
atand and stare. I like, to get out
Adams
Friday.
vathan's brother from Detroit. Mr. him-self preach: I hate to hear a
Church In Tennessee Sunday. Saw
A the woods and gaze up.into the
Mr. and Mrs. Web Burkeen are
- W. A. Cunningham, who has and Mrs. Russell • Scott, Mrs. A.
several who termed it a sittaa•ss
cool, leafy depths of great green
been in Texas for the past year, D. Butterworth and cousin Vadie preacher in the pulpit begging for
"Junior" Spteeland and William not feeling so well this spring.
•
eash in hand: I hate to hear a
trees and think how peaceful Go
has returned'
d
his home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Wyatt, are in
and- Isaac Crawford and May got
Bailey came in from Detroit last
made he world if only man _did
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Burkeen spent together arid then "Ike" assumed professional beggar, from a foreign
week. William's carpentering on ill health.
not shatter that quietude.
one Sunday recently as the guests the responsibility to "set up- milk city,. begging on Murray streets. I
Dr. Cuffield of Be.liton was called
FHA housing prograln was hinof Mr. and Mrs. Phearsen LOvett sakes to us in.the cold drink, par- love to see ladies and gentlemen
Its hard to realize out in the
der-id by truckers strike. Junior to see Mrs. Nannie Stringer May
on Murray's streets on Saturday
- bleed , solitude of the country
and Bud Lovett.
lor. The daughter of Hamp Swift, afternoon in jovial mood, void of
worked at some gas station with 17.
where nature goes shunt-its busiGenora
Mrs.
Holland
and
daughvicinity
Farmers
this
have
•
in
J. R., was manager in the parlor.
James Blalciek and also roomed
whiskey breath.
Then I sing
ter, Sue, spent last Thursday with
beautifying with grass, shade
with him at Paul Blalock's. Junior about completed the ,task of plantThe arguing bunch and preacher "The End of a Perfect Day."
their aunt. Mrs. Arthur Flippo who
4 flowers, and where birds sing
did not return to work.
She said: "What did you get on
is , critically ill at her home on man engaged the attention of quite
...eessantly, that somewhere under
Rev. D. E. Collie el Benton:
a few for the space of a couple of your pants at 'the dinner table"?
Was surprised to read that Ed
tha West highway near Murray.
he same _skyombs burst and
Spring, visited
Route
Maple
5,
near
hours
I said. "Chicken and dumplings."
Several persons from this cornwomen _arid _children scream in ter, Freeman worked for Nashville his sister. Mrs. Nannie Stringer,
MISS-Eruth Scotf, Oitt- Brandon's I leave it to you what happened
muiaity attended the singing at
roe as they see their world made Tennessean. That paper- will seem here May 9.
thereupon.
a
-"Ole Eagle".
little more familiar how. WonMill way, is now slaying in the
Benton Sunday.
desolate by war.
May nothing
Pete Junes received severe scalp
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Miller home of Mr. and Mrs. Jim -Cochcause our country to be drawn der if he wrote that scoop last wounds while chopping with an
week about that wealthy woman
were recent guests of Mr. and ran assisting in house affairs. Mrs.
"----Ilittrits- awfulltessl
May 16.
Cochran, 75, has been quite feeble. „Approximately 860fartners have
Mrs. Cleve Paris.. recently.
dying at lieruntage fluter and ate
Mr. and. Mrs. Loiyd 'Spicelimd leaving $10,000
siTnified their intention of joining
Bro.
rDouglasa
his
regiliar
filled
to her negro maid.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Jones were
Henry Andrews employed highwent to .folu Wednesday to attend
the guests of Mrs. Jones' parents. way men to construct a large ar- the Larue County Farm Bureau.
Well, I believe this has grown appointment here third Sunday
the funeral of Mrs. Lena Guess, lengthy enough,
at 11 o'clock. A large
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Houston, tificial lake three years ago on
and maybe (re- morning
Read the classified ads regularly.
mother of Miss Helen Guess, a member, folks, when
and attentive audience was presover the week-end.
the
teen
age
his farm adjoining my home. He
He and
sermon.
former student of Murray College.
his
to
hear
ent
Olive Tuwery purchased a truck had the lake stocked with im_used to. write, maybe letter:W.-that,.
Anderson
and
We sympathise velth'hirs: 'Henry-- If
,
recently.
I Set to print in time will call lib---atAfe and Belt.
•
• -•*aa,riatses
ported' fish. The water is 12 feet
Hargis and sister, Louise, in the again in
wife, and Toy Jones and family
Miss Maud Wilson is visiting at deep and covers two sores of
June.,
Big Spot's record for production
"Big Spot", whose real name is
Sena
Mrs.
guests
loss of their mother. Mrs. Melvin
dinner
with
were
this
time
'With
Wheke's that Concord. reporter?
her
sister,
Mrs.
ground.
Lady Fontaine May, is the pride last year in round figures was
One night last week
Barnes, this week, too.
Flora Adams and Mr. Adams.
Somebody needs to tell the hap- Jones and after dinner the- group of the Murray State College farm.
some "fellers?" out Murray way
.When p mother is taken: the kidnap around there, and, by motored to Maple Spring to attend She netted a profit last year of 10,800 pounds of milk and 539,
1
Rafe Brooks happened to a very ransacked the lake. Oscar Ketnp
- light goes out in the old home, the way___it would be interesting the home coming there.
pounds of butterfat. College ag- painful accident while at work on seems.to,think they dragged it with
"Eale", I found all your letters., $237.41 above feeding and housing
and we should be so_ grateful who if some body would find mit where
Now young gents,
coats while bringing a heifer calf. riculture heads estimated that •she the dam reservoir last week when a fish net.
- still have mothers to welcome or, all our neighbors who have sold however, I did have to look for The College was offered $50.00 for still has four
more years of top he severely cut his foot. It re- please do NOT do it again. Mr.
lighther's Day was celebrated at out to Me'TVA are buying and some of them. They are always the calf alone.
quired
eight-stiches
to
close the Andrews is a highway enginees
production.
Otis Unarm' new home in Murray moving. Dyer here Mr. Dan Dill interesting and informal.
wound. He is recovering nicely now at LaCenter some 40 miles
Robert Burkeeh bought two pigs
and expects to return to his witirk away.•
by them having as guests Mr. and it alma*. -building a -1140* twine
Mrs. Ed Lovins, Mr. and Mrs. tray -on the road to, Dover. A Mr. recently' for $5 each.
soon.
Hitler's.
right-hand
bower. Mr.
I've been a correspondent to
McClure, Mr. and Mrs. Rainey Loy.. Chainpion from Blue Spring has
Prentice Holland and Mrs. Winnie Burkeen have been ill with Hess, left Germany, landed in
ins -and Oury besides Mr. and Mrs. bought near Lynp Grove, and Mr. The Ledger & Times since-its first
I
haven't
been
gather
able to
Great Britain alone in an army
SUPPLIES
measles.
Guy Lovins who reside there while Maston'Thonfire, I heat, is to move editor Logan Curd. Now I'm nearmany news items this week. but
Mrs. Garnet -CCInningham. Was. plane. Apparently he was anxious
Guy attends college.
near -Murray. Anyway, we don't ing 80 and its- quite a task, to
JOHN WRIGHT HOLSAPPLE
•..
hope
you
,become
will
I
l'heve.
enjoy
a
what
to
prisoner
acrossthe
honoied with a_ Miele shower on
Mr. and Mrs. Linus Spiceland want, to entirely lose sight of any, write -,s letter.
Eriglish" channel.. • Yes, - I. _BUILDING & FARM
Miss Alma" Freeland was the Saturday, May
• went to Paris last Saturday to body, so there should; be a cheek; -Mrs. Toy Jones, Mrs. -Julia and
_
- -414,41. alualur Ramsey are picking
Mr. and Mrs:Midge Jones and „Mess is a-mess!
'tale Mrs. Cornelia Kirks to -the up.--Chatterbox.
Since writing my last cominuni- guestof- her aunt and uncle, •Mr.
tT',HARDWARE
Miss R.achel Rowland" and John
strawberries. fur Johnnip Alloo.of
and •Mata.--Glay-ageClurer .Thiareday.
y- -were- the -dinner gimlets of
✓atirrn-W-M
--Tadge
i
&
Times
T
a ways
near Hardin.-Old Glory.
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons has Mr. and Mrs. Olive Towery and -T. Cdefan, arm expe
have had another stay in the hos- recovered from the measles.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jones, Sunday. write short, condensed, terse "colpital. In fact I have been in the
Miss Mary Elizabeth Caldwell umns". I always soak beef liver
Mrs. Elmus Mitchell and 'eon
hospital much .Litthe time this
of
Mayfield spera.a few days with in cold. clear water half hour and
1897 Murray, Ky.
and
Clifton
Mrs.
Mitchell
Mathis
then roll in Meal; heye plenty lard
year. But I atn' thankful tp be
were in Murray Tuesday evening. her aunt, Mrs. Bradley Overby, in 'frying pan, cook slowly' and
Strawberry picking 'is the ordet able again how to sit at my desk
Johnnie Simmons spent Tuesday recently. •
and pound the old typewriter..
of ths day in this vkciully..• •
Mr. and Mrs, James Hugh Bur- Murray as the guest of his
-At We vrerelkirry to-learn of Mn, Among my firat letters is this One. daughter, Miss Pernie Mae Sim- keen- spent last Saturday night
as the quests of Mr. and Mrs,
Lovie Kirkland Finney's bad luck.. I• enjoy reading your paves-. meals.
She Yell Sunday, May 18, and broke especially looking at the pictures
Miss Mary Simmons and Miss Homer Burkeen.
her tsar__ Shs_was carried to the and * reeding Ibr--"WI/an
Yeiur Maray-fiflichell were in New Provi- •Mr. and,Mss..Garnett Cunningham are the parents et a boy, born.
- Mae_ whete_s-ray
re- recent issues_ . Iltave been &table dence Friday at noon.
-J*1
.
fratures
vealedtwo
bones
of the
•
to identify -most of them. But the
Misses Pernie Mae and Lucille Saturday,- May 24.
Elmus anci-Hardie Williams at-sif the' ankle. After remaining in one last week looks so very much Simmons have whooping cough: ; clime_ where x-ray pictures ,re- like the late A. B. Beale I named
Clyde Mitchell, Hubert Dick and tended the funeral' serVises for
Mrs. Lucy Burkeent_Tenaele
returned to her home whitre she nim at
• __Chtisznan_ _left
St.
Is recovering tilteiy,
since we as boys attended the'same night for Detroit. Mich., where ?fray. May Ir.—
our geurnirPn-i-i••-laainehiog the itreafkst
-Charlie Jeffrey Wits the weekDr. Stark was ralled-10 Welturt school at old Elm Grove. six miles they will roake ,their • home.
-NATIONAL DEFENSE PROGRAM in our history,
Mr. and Mrs. George Green and end guest of his grandmother,
Etazzell one night last week: Mr. East of Murray. He was older
Mrs.
Viola Morris, near Ledbetter.
_ whtti are you doing about,yew-PERSONAL D-EBartell is suffering with heart than I and had a younger brother children .left Saturday for DeNncle Dock" Mardis spent a few
about
by
age.
Allman
seemed
Voir..
trouble.
•
FEXSE PROGRAM I._days this week with friends in
Mrs. Gladys Haneline is un- get lots of-fun 'rant of watching me
E. H.'Simmons, who spent a few
improved from an illness at this and his younger brother, Henry, days recently with his sister, Miss Shiloh.
Make this rough checkMr. and Mrs. 7esse Skim and
light. He would give one of us Par-sic Mae Simmons and his aunt
time.
.
up tonight'and call us
family and Miss Elizabeth Thomp- C. W. Adams is slowly improv- a piece of candy or some other and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. Nollie son
were. bedtime guests ,of Miffor a more thorough
Uig from a severe case of mumps. little thing to whip the other and Smith Of Murray, returned home
burn Holland and family one night
yne tomorrow!
Tuesday.
•
Evelyn Lue Kirkland is reported we would go to it.
last
wee*.
as being quite ill.
Dr. Miller of Hazel was called
- There was a large family of
Mrs. Cletus Douglas and two
Sunday -caller"; of Ws. Lexie Beale noys. As I .remember them P'riday night to see Bill Max Michildren and- Miss Beteg Ragsdale
Would _I Bo Adequate,
... Finney
- were Ms. ire( Mrs. Henry they were Dick. CurLirank. Al, chaux. son of Mrs. Arthurillichaaix, of _Paducah were guests of Mr. and
Sleek „trod- Mns: Dillard Finney,. man, Jack ahd Henry. Dick was near•New Providence, who is
ly Ddelkeded
Hayden Bogard last SundayJohnnie Simmons au&
_aod
. .-BI1W-BYed •
and--sers. Ben Cotham Mr. and When Desk became. a .man
were
in
Oliver
Hazel
ThurscLaY.
and
) My home-wet destroy
a-Mrs. CaeLsChrigenberry and dattillh- his brother,in-laii.offtirdln Watkina, -Mrs.; Bess Parks -grid Mrs May
tonight?
ter. Hilda. 'and grandson. Jimmie. went into the general merchandise Downey were the guests of Mrs. noon and Mille there visited Ws
Fred Kirkland, Martha Sue. Fran- business at Shiloh where he re- Ruby Dick. Wednesday afternoon. Marie Perry. ,
( ) If all my possessions and
Charlie Douglas reaming :very ill
ces and Dna 'Jean Kirklant, apd mained until he went 'to Murray.
John Williams- of Detroit- came
'my family's were destroy• Williarin- Smith:— •
He became a Baptist preacher in Tuesday to visit home folks at this writing.
Miss Pat Weatherspoon and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Turner and 'also. 1 heard 'tarn preach his first around New Providence and Cedar
.
ed?
Mary Mitchell were the Sunday
children and mother and Truman sernion. It was at Elm Grove Knob.
.
alive the memory of the way you
)If my business house and
40 Turner- and daughter enjoyed a Baptist church. He always signed
Mrs. Ethel Duke of Murray was guests of Mrs. Maurrelle WillCommencement Day with a
fish fry Sunday.
my stock of goods went
'his name W. J. lie married a the gueik of her aunt and uncle. iams and daughter, Eran, of New•
Ben Freeland Adams and. Irene Watkins. Curl -was the next old- Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitchell of Providence.
• I
••up in smoke?
photograph by...
Mrs...Charlie
Williams and daughMorgan Thave returned to Detroit est of the Beale boys. His name Macedonia. Sunday.
•
to report for work.
Bro. Rollie Smith of Murray ter. Mrs. May Downe): Mr. and
) If I or some member of
was not Curl but that was What he
Mr and Mrs. Troy Bean and was always 'Called. He married will preieb at Macedonia church,Mrs. Ertett Williams and son were
my family should meet
children from Ohio.' are Visiting and settled on a 'farm near Temple the second Sunday in June iJune Thursday afternoon callers of Mr.
with an accident end face
and Mrs. Toy Williams and chilrelatives in' this county.-K. T. Did. Hill. His wife was. a Barnett. He Inat 2 o'clock in the. afternoon.
' lost incorne•and large-docKentucky Belle and family were dren.--.Kentucky Belle.
4
sent his oldest son. Jack, to school
tor bills? '•
to me at Temple Hill in 1877. The at Perry's Store Saturday after:.
-next teas Frank* who married a
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Hieo News
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Stella Gossip
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By

PLUMBING
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A. B. Beale & Son
Est.

Coldwater News
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s Keep
looked

LOVE'S STUDIO

..--Around Paschall
,,School

T If ini-.inconie from rude
stopged. because of destruction of the property?,
( If I were called on to pay
a large sum for damages
caused-by mY car?

•
DEFENDING YOU IS
03,1R BUSINESS!

BERRY
Insurance Aileen
"TO BE SURE"
Purdom Building

Telephone 81.

Keys and settled on a farm in the
same section- He and Will Wade
married sisters who, according to
my recuilectien, were twins. In
day* it was qttite common
to have "infairs" soon after weddings. le one at Beale's was a
double affair. Both couples and
their invited friends Were present.
It was my good -fortune to be a
guest at the Beales. I did not go
to Wade's. The next in brit as I
remember ages was Allman. He
married Mollie Martin, my'• Bret
sweetheart. Then came Jack who
bore his father's name. Andrew
Jackson Beale. He married and
settled on a faun in the neighborhood, but his Wife sow. died.-lie
married again and sofin lost his
second wife. He married again
and finally moved- to Murray and
went into- the mercantile business.
Hem? became a Baptist preacher
and -spent his life as a nreachetfartykr on the East sfde of the
county. I heard Diek's first sermon, and the -text which was
"Behold the man." By ,the way, I
never knew why they called hirn
Dick. Neither do I khow what
his real name was. He always

- Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Jones
arid Mrs. Dick Jones were the
elitists of Mr. and Mrs. WIII
sun of Gleason, Tenn.. Sunday.
'Misses Loretta and Lavinia Ann
Jones spent Sunday as the guests
of their grandniether, Mrs. Dick
Jones.
Relatives and friends of Mfg
communityc glad indeed to
hear (4 Mi
-s7Rerry Hill's imporvef" ment following a goiter operation.
Mrs. Odle Morris is able to sit
up FOMe at this writing.
Mr. and Mrs. D.. B. Byars. and
Inez were in. Murray Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norton Foster and
children. Joe and Fay, Mr. ,and
Mrs. Veater Paschall. and Mrs.
Terry Smothermen and children
shopped in Ifurray Saturday.
Those visiting in the home of
Mr. and Mrs, Odic Morris .and
• family Sunday afternoon included
Me-arid Mrs, Frank Kuykendall,
Mr. and Mrs. Detritus Paschall and
chiildren.
Billie. Eunice.
and Autrie. Mrs. George Jenkins
and children. Morris and HiMa
Jane. lcrl's 'Douglas . Vandyke and
children. Dean and Jerry. Mk. and
Mrs. Oat Paschall and sons, Wal- 111011.M.M.1.11••••••••=;.
lace and Fred. Mr_ and aigs. Arlie
Byars. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Byars
-and Inv. and Mrs. Mishit Key and
daughter. Elvira.
Mrs. Frank Paschall of Taylor's
,Store and Mrs.'Oick Brown were,,
guests of relatives in Paducah
Wednesday.
Boyce
Morris spent
Sunday
•
night
arid. Mrs.
_
.
arc

signed it W. J. The old country
hoot-house _where all the chiltIten..
within a radius of two miles in
every direction learned -"Reading,
writing
and. ariettlitnetie, -lthe
three 'R's) got their early education there. I remember Curl Beide
and Tip -Miller as two of my
teachers. -The old log school house
stood in a grove...cur the lyest. aid*
ef the road leading pest-'the ••••••..I
Beale residence. We carried- water
for .the school from the welt In
Beale's yard.
•
-The Beale home win about a
mile East of Grandfather Holsapple's home at the cross roads. An..
other prominent family of that
community
Purdoml.
was ,the
They lived down the Wadesboso
road, not quite' so far.- There
were several beys.and girls In that
family also. The boys -were Ben.
Will; John Reed and Bert. After
the children in these two familieswere all about grown Mr. Purdom and Mts. Beale died and the
remaining partners married, titter'
uniting two af--the largest families
el the county. But these were
the days of laree•- families any
way. •

I STOKES-SMITH
MOTOR CO..
„
.• PRESENTS * .

THE NEW 1041

FORD TRACTOR
, Tani THE FERGUSON SYSTEM
Ikto other farm equipment in the world is
like the Ford tractor with Ferguson' system.. Tractittoa_has been completely discarded. A 'new idea hae been born, Because of it You can bring tractor power to
your !arm, more economical, more adaptAble than you have,nver
-believed possible.

••••••••111.

You AI. Invited To Attend—

With the new Ferguson system of.. inking
- and -hydraulically controllting
Implemeftm, this trait
or will do things you would
not. oztruaribt_sr_A-sciTlit 3YR114
- small, lightweight unit.

THE PADUCAH
STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL

Brrl

Thurs., Fri., Sat., June
•

Mts. Terry Smetherman
and
children are spending a few days
with Mt. and loars. Milburn Paschall..
‘._,Prityin Jones was a business
visitor in Murray Saturday.
- Golden Lock

••••4.11 ST t't
IC It,. macro

D11Cd
R.
C

.

And Many Misr. Attractions

Sp•ntilt 1.1.110,01 Pior*

,
or,e,
matEt
se.•
NfrEl CONVININTAL
Direstion-SOUIHWISI HOTELS INC.
DIA. U. Grady Manning, Pres.

.A1

••

'SEE IT.TODAIE
AT OUR SHOWROOMS

STRAWBERRY QUEEN'S CONTEST
CROWNING OF QUEEN
STUPENDOUS FIREWORKS DISPLAY *,
FREE STREET DANCE
KIDDIES PET PARADE
HUGE PARADE — 10 BANDS
QUEEN'S BALL ROOF HOTEL COBB

•
1:17141BP
'300171tyEST HOT

5, 6,7
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- -Preseriptioni
Accurately and
Compounded ot Purest
Drugs
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Wakefield Issues
Warning to. Peg
Owners-in-Sta r
1 • MUST
FRANKFORT-"Bird
permittedce
in Kentucky.". warned...5. A. Wk-field, director of the division of
game and -fish, -"either 1 on the
premises of the censer or keeper
of ,stich dog or dogs or elsewhere
•
until after August 15."
L
ses• A law Ilnaeted by tlie1140
gislature
sion of the Kentucky.
compels the owner or keeper Of
_any or all bird dogs to keepthe=
'confined, from .:May • 15tt :
s nugust
is •abe
• 3& This period of n
• Inc
nesting .and hatching n
-wild -bierfs'iltait
- espezatilfr the Bob
n
----"Watte-Quail which is-lif-grotrnd----- -oesting bird. If the 'bird dogs
---• are _nauseated to tun.atlarge during this period of time. many old
birds 9ests and young nqUail would
be destroyed.
-Mat
"IrafieffeId
_
sedation_.,a_the _ Grim., army
owneror poslaws
makes- _Fish
sesor Cf dibg or dogs liabie`to arrest
and upon conviction may 'Ibe fir
9
nbt less than $15 or more than
d each day such doik or di
e permitted to run at latge ,sha
noitutO-a-seperate offense

FISHING SEASON
TO OPEN AGAIN
SUNDAY, JUNE 1

ORTS and AMUSEMENTS
Crown HI SCHOOL TENNIS
I
ENDS WITH VEALE

Murraya s Named
College
To Offi'
Arms Chib

Murray Wins State Tennis Doubles

-v
44

ARMY'S FLYING
CADET POLICY IS
BROADENED

Just Fishin'
By A NATIVE SON

Come June 1st, and the fishing
season will be open ItGOOD OLD
Kaintuck, and the followers of
•
Broadening of the Army's Flying
''' hie forth
Sir Isaac Newton
open
tio branch and stream. The fishing Cadet educational policy to
ought to be good, for our streams pilot scholarship to youths betetofore ineligible without examineare in fine fishing order.
tion, was announced today at Fifth
Ending an eaciting two weeks of
Fishermen play strange llicka Corps . Area Headquarters, '
excelleut tennhi playing by pre- on each other, but one thing-Van
senting gold medals to wieners of be said of them. They never ex- Hayes, Columbus, 0.
canalithar----polici--per
rhe -ligts
'
the boys and girls' singles and the
- itmws1-111--wvtght.
substitute college credits
boys and girls' doubles, the Murray agtrrater•
measure is their motto. A clergy- for
subject,
reany
examination
High School now looks forward man of some reputation iira--fIgnera
with-great _h_opea tO the State Ten- man took -two "tenderfeet" COM- duces the number of. required subnis Meet hi Lexington next week. panions with him- to'-the beautiful jects *OM :inisis—to five and provides twe optional ones.
Great things are expected of L. stream and the* agreenlent was that
College undergradiaggs_lacking
L.- Wale:a- Jr., - single's champ, at the feHow wixisairittht The- first fish
the state meet when he tries for was -to "stand-, for the treats. two foil years of credit heretofore
the singles championship. Either Naturatty they were watchful .of were required to take the full exJoe Pat- Ward or Billy-Joe Satin- each other and presently the mm- amination eat:tering subjects taught
eh scia‘als New they
dera-sts411-aecompony- blireo-to be 'islet'-sew each -of his companions in-moat-hi:
his partner in the doubles.
get a good bite and they--weret.tho may be exempt. if their college
subjects
etwer_those....preserlfseri
,
of the tarn weeks mean-and "nrosey',"oven -to lift -the
•
charsees will become affectof tennis at the High Schein! -show fish out of the Wainer.
that Anne MacLean defeated Helen
When tie told of their "lowdown- ivtAtatia-escierninationss
Kee in the girls' singles by a score ness" later to a friend, this -friend A gust 13, 13 and 14 in larger '
'Pictured are H. D. Holt, Sturgis. round the champions defeated of 941, 6-1, 6-3. to take the final said _sympathettcally: "I suppose cities of Ohio, Kentucky, West ,Virand J. D. Hamilton. Murray, varsi- Prather -and Matthews of-Centre singles honors.
•
' you had to s-tand for the treats." giaia and Indiana.
ty doubles tennis team of Muilege 8-6. 6-3. The secOnd round
he
drops
new examination
MacLean and Kee defeated '1X1I- , "Nor Nor, said the minietee. 1'1
ray State College who were named pined the victors against Jones
graphy, adds inorganic chemguid and Chargers in the girls' did' dot have any. bait on Itor.
state champions at the state tourn- and Jones of lierea, and the score
lstra• and modern 'languages and
,
doubles by a score of 6.1. 4-0, to hook.",
_
ament 'at Berea.
osier. Berea' was 8-6. 6-1
gates histera, and phyi-ies to
Win the championship.
- They. ran through the tourn_ey_
In the finals the Thoroughbreds
optional (Md. Required sub.
In the boys' final singles, Veak
without losing; a , single set in mastered Barrone and Crouch of
will be English composition
defeated
Ward
by
the
deciding
taurnament
In the first Western Teachers 6-1, 6-3.
arnmar. arithmetie-7. alsaihra
Score
of
6-2,
84:
-Thele
two
-bey*
So include quadratics, _plane gebma
Wanted
together-Urt
ake-the-doubles
=I
d 'plane ariginometry. Exhonors ,by defeating Saunders and
sa:15115M Tux
mita. Choose -two-optianal
Tom - Petite/I:. wog Ittirran'a
63
4
sulijeeti
from Ainited--Sta4r hisstanding entrfftit In the state Hit
Murray High School students meet' held in Lexington oft May tory, _general histor,/, eleientary
-°"eilati gar ii"lnim
'
tais
participating In the temits tourna- 16-Pf. Tom placed third in both PbYtill51, Inorganic ebeaildrY, any
we find one of'the most popular
ment were Robert Hopkins. Ed the high and low hurdles.
modern language expept English.
pictures of the season. "Men a Alumni Banquet
Fenton, Joe Ed 'Starks. 'Will Ed
Candidates must -first make for.
1 Boy's Town," with Spencer Tracy .
•
Clayton
Williams,
Mtirray's
shotLubie
Veale,
Jr..
R. C.
A record high tax bill-eirlk.36
mal application,,5s Flying Cadets
and Mickey Rooney. Those of you
put entrant, fouled in toys...out of
Rumfelt
4will
Jairenie,,
Robinson.
.Walm
anal -.Joust ps the prescribed. _
flare aitemplik.-laiterea Bed physical 9xhmination.
' who sag/
Pair In -1311
”
.-AT WELLS -HALL, JUNE
bevehicle
paid 4:I owner
la" byinthe:average
motor
AppliesKentucky. lace- Cunningham. Billy Joe SaunTown" know what's In state for
of 16- tearris..21/1b --Mrray . relay. Mons
Billy,
Ross.
ders,
Joe
Pat
Ward.
Herbert
L.
Clay.
secretary'
of
the
may' be made at army rea.
you. and. those who didn't by all
members,
tem_Placcd
Adak_
Greduale-- lartilti
-by-liner American
Kentuekv-- -Paitroleii•m-- -Industries- Tom Fenton,- Bill- Pogue, Bobby
'
d al.Trir; d
'
13 -Pletart
ormer nutrients and friends of Committee, predicted toditY,:- - Of-- Garriann, Dan,,,.Johnston, Glenn
—1- meansCoach Ty Holland accomPanied
at- least 20 years old and
• - 0 day and Fridayt
• MacLean,
Barbara
the Tigers to the meet. .
•,*
Murray State College-are4expected that amount. $4413 --wilt, be- tot- Willard. Anne .
yet 27.
•
Saturday be/
— V two
--- •ccinediaas- in large numbers to attend the an- lee/Rd by the states•and $13.23 will' Diuguid,, Hilda Fancy. Georgia
teamed together-z
athe first time
Harriet.Miller,
HelenRoe
go tweaise -federal government at
'banquet-of' -Alan M_ovriarjaii--- - Donald Macs
t Jo Chambers,
currerif ratese,------ - - sie'llride, in the
"Footlight elation June 4 at 6:30 o'clock, ac"The federal lasoline-kaao increase
t:circling to information frOm Aaroh
Fever.- Two actors of 20 ye
ago attempt to Pro-Onee a modern Doran. president of the orgamiza- of last year will.arid--53- or more tti conies et loss than $30 a week.
sh we
_p_Anne they a Boa .Plans are being,, made for the motorist's tax,burden its 'NI," "Besidee-ilie-higher-federal ***o.-Tracrakie.
have. •Alio another thrilling chap- the prettiest, happiest, and best at- s.ald MT tlaa/-.--"Willi.THIS
ADMISSION-10c and 16c
* the average motor vehicle owner in hne tax, car owners are paying
ter of "The Sky -Raiders."
tended party in the history 'of
this state %all pay to Uncle Sans in more federal taxes on tires, batSunday and Monday .we find Alumni activities. It is expected 1941 appeoximately $10 in 'ernerg- teries. Paris 'and,other aceessoriee."
Maureen .0'Hara and James Elli- that both North and South dining cncy' gasoline taxeir.----ae.
Lait year the federal gasoline tax
son in the current -picture "
-They roams of Wells Hall will be filled
. was increased by 50 per •eent and
wilh
"These
federallasoline
tater
Met in Argentina." This, picture by friends gathered_ to enjoy old
-The eariorts other automotive taxes
is one of the surprtse-packages of teNtalintances and .ranke n e'er, amount tra,ebout, two 'clays' pay of were raised from 10 to 15 per
the
average
motor
vehicle
owner
in
•mcrvieland .and should be put on
cent."
friends that night -.. • "a^ '
thls state for, according ;al surveys
your "must see" list.
At the last meeting of,
et- by, varyaus government agencies, a
Tuesday and Wednesday we
It nays- to read our classifieds.
_ hoard of the association majofBy of the car owners have in..
ve you two pdpular horror
•T
en in Basil l'Itathborie and Bela that met in the -bffice of Dr.- James
Richmdhd..president of the colLugosi in the. picture !The lack
Cat--.• • • This. picture 'is _from the lege, nit grOnp committee workers
famous book by that same name were named. and • these chairmen
written by-the-one
the -one
eel all plans are
Allen Poe. Supporting,cast
--exectithin that night, talent
LIVINGSTON
aou Hugh Herbert and
._ _ Brod Craw- from' various points will be on' the
BOO STFElf
."•
. • program and enough variety is InRUE( DAVIS
At the to-PIOT 'we return tO our cluded to keep high interest
*estern picture. with the three throughout the program.
Mesqueeters in- the picture. "Lone
The various group workers are:
ssar Hiders.- also the last chapDecoration-Mrs L. J. Hortin, Mrs.
of "Dr. Satan- and the first
a- -new serial "Adventures of Rue Beale, Mrs. Huron Jeffrey!
General arrangements-Miss Ruby
Al.. Chaptor 15 of MYSTERIOUS DR. SATAN and
aptalfl Marvel.Strath, W. B. Moser.„and Miss 41a
Clayton 'Beale: Registration-G. A.
Chapter Tof ADVENTURES OF CAPT. MARVEL
The --home garden" campaign
Murphey-, Miss 'Bettie Hayes, and
_
tripled the.,number of pardens
Al TERHOONS.
AR
NIGHTS - SUNDAES - H(R.TIDA1- s
:o be planted inlefferson County.'Min Ruth Lassiter': Tickets-Max
Hurt and Paul MontgometrY; Pro- Children •
• lee .
-•
Children
100
_
,Gctjtje Hart ULU'Eve- Balcony (tax Trintritedt _
as
UtoperENitefsar beer-organized
_
•
•
Inalenny flax Inelud,
d1 _
lyn
.Llan.
and
Prentice
Lassiter.
.n Hickman County with 15 memLower Floor flax includedI
LoWer leer f tax inelulled I
bers.

GOING TO STATE

William .Wetherington -MetroP0lia, Ill_ was elected president of
the Sock and Buskin dramatics
club of Murray State College at
the last meeting of the, club for the
•
spring semester _ Tuesday night.
Thousands of impatient anglers May 20.
are anxiously waiting for midnight ' Other officers elected were Miss
Satuniay•May 31. when fishidg will Emma Sue Gibson, Murray, treas-t
again -be opened in all public titer: Oliver Head. Murray, propwaters of Kentucky after a menthas erty. manager; Dan Hutson Murray.
closed seasdn in which tirde the 'head technician: Miss Marion Fke.
fish were--giveri an opPort-unity to cher. 'Gideon. Mo., vice-president:
spawn withoutbeing disturbed -by -Miss Betty Phillips. Richmond, Va..
the angler's tempting baits.
etary: Jack Bonet - -Store's.
trician: Orna Gordon- • Capps.
Waters in every section of the
Springs, ,eerpenter; Miss
state are reported as being clear
.Gvehham. Mayfield, Jihrai
Mary
but due to serious lack of rain fall
thus far this year, streams are very rim: and Frank; Shires, Obiesa.
low and many of the &Mailer Term.. reporter. ,
-.--Metribers of
club discussed
creeks--areEactically dry._ Her- :
-season and
faltalke. attOrd1111 "tei- IhrerMade
plans
forne
year. although
mation received by the Division of
--tail-Alaas
frame and risk- ik 13 feet-ten
Miss Helen Th
ton, instructor
normal.
in dramatics and sponsor of the
• Duck owners along the lake say deb. was presets
an album of
that the water is so clear that it Victor Herbert's
ladies by the
is _posaible to see eight and
members. rrot Price Doyle. head
fegl beneath the .stirface. This eon- oL the lase arts depanitment, made
dition. the camp owners say, will a short talk discussingthe pregress
of-the elUb.

Waters Clear, LAWN

,Z

Tigers Enter State
Track Meet.-

Many Expectetti Motorists ta-Pa
RecorZ High.of $5 .36
week -Attend College- In
Taxes Ini94r •

—

If you're even a bide bit Iser4 Ojelt doing the .an
old things in the same old way, you wood a change. So
Arm to Louisville and have younieffa Meet

Aod While you're here,"take Ur the Bluegrass Room
iioad—eidaritero-eass satisfy,youe ciavusg
7
fee delicions fop& dance .(017just barn) to marvelous
..—j'asuiic, *and we ti*gsIissatabass—allie ea
We as (WO or

•

- •
77ser's the way to get a new lease on life! Why not
ek ie

THE

BROWN

HOTEL

.(argeit and gineit
HAROLD Es HARThis

NEWS
'

and FACTS . . of Statewide Interest

PIT

1.

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

4

IISM-Uri

IS AT—

Pryor Motor Co.

-Lirtut. Grove NeWs

bring• the *best fishing from midnight. Saturday. May 31 to daybreak on Sunday.
-• Mist Gladys Swann is Moroi, for
toe'-hours' when 'thltirnest will -the - -summer- "v-aca116ri. -- She ha*
e-thetUreermen„frons_the base, been teaching- et Hampshire. Tenn_
newlfghts and 'other -Nodes
.the for 1.he ,past keeral years.
'
finny tribes that inhabit the 37 •Miss Meatus Swann Will be home
Beer retailers are Irene-ea:fly-asked to violate the law.:11kilt
the anglers will Wednesday for a few, days. he it.
they're saying "Pior-htk-Illso.they "Wine shot-o-siMmio-ipno -11141
" Jkg-lake,
be.-ahje to um live end,iutificia an instructor in the- Jonesbor.
abiding sviabfrshrnent
the-Nilletglenufiace ikiike—ear --baits to make their _catches. But, moth. Al`k..- Teachers- College. :
.blasinvyi can have.
_as soon. as._daylight approaches,
Mr. and Mrs. G
.
--TtuZd are,
•
• . •
.have • to use cau- home, for two lee-ek-,
-.4' vacation.
tious tactics, and, in all probebilifik, They have: been --in , Detroit the
That is why most beer retailers want to, and do, coomanote
-eatight on artificial past several. months.
•
fish
. with the Kennicky brewing indostry's selfieguirion program.
baits by tong cans. •
,
Mi. and .-Mrs. Jesse Story 111,1*e
7"hey-- want's° be among the great. majority, of reputable
Every person • who' anticipates Sunday guests of btr' parent. Mr.
retailers who kad4; that good, condoct.,is good bushiess.
toeing his or her lurk at fishing on andMrs. Bauz Howard.
.
- June _l or thereafter are urged to
r.
•
Donald Crawford had p birthday
You cao help_ us-by patronizing only the ieputable
:proeure their fishing licenses in dinner 'Sunday.- Ifisele,
fftWierete
wirer,- ben'is sold and by'reporting to kis any oliectionshis
•
to
on the right side -of Miss Odine Swam Bobbie Grogan,
or.
eroes
may
be`
secured
-Tsaac Ford anti-Watson Arnett
cooditiocisiountryobserve.
at the clerk'. office in the' empty' Mrs. Vernon Butterworth and
werr-eitaniveraret -nler Mrs. Ottil•Ireji ,spoke over NitneMIsirge
-rhierdware dealers.'The dock casting 'Station, WPAD. Pad
uigners - on Herrington Lake sell Monday afternoon on "Pr_ both-the resident and Itort*resideJit of Foods,- •
fishing licenses.
hfr. and - Mrs.'Ottis Patten were
The Division of Game and Fish Mons. of Mrs- Pirlion's father. W••
Jr*
ges all fish-erthW to observe the F. Swann. Sunday,4. --•,•• •
F1LAVR C. DA/.GlfIERTY Ataii•Mwest•
size limit on game fish and -also
The Christian Service group' met
PURUSSED IN COOPERATION WITH Tiff 11141111) BREWERS INDUSTRIAL 1001101111011 the bag „limits. Ha* plenty_ of' Wednesday evening at 'the Methotun ,but. (tont be a "fish hOg."'--dist -Churrh Itifwillission studi'.
_
The Christian Education-Committee-Ifiet-Friday -evening and ---drecumed plans for the 'Vacation Wile
School to be h^td at the, Lynn
Orove church;from June .16-21
-4-Murray, the birthplace of radio.
-

TODAY and FlAY

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

-They're Saying Not
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THIY
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MARR *TOMER
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Edward

Everett NORTON
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••• No Ivy everemoov:ieseev
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SATURDAY ONLY

•

ARE IN AGAIN!
THE SHOW 811 WISE GUYS —Wai
a load of taught
and w;sis-cracks...psoduc.
a play •Ath s glamourous darn* hut without •
lien _It's inside Broadstay turned spa* down
. . A HOWL'

When.'. Child Needs
a Laxative I

•

MAU *FEN O'HARA
.
JAMES ELLISONALBERTO VILA
MUDS"! ESSICII

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

Jackie COOPER
_ 111111ARTIN
MIWITER • Charles WINNINCEI

KENTUCKY BREWERS-1i BEERDISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

A COLOR THRILL

)
. BASIL RATHRONE HUGH HERBERT.
144
CRAWFORD • BHA LUGOSI ''

't9BUKK
Caie sondelpard Anne Gwynne
VW, Gladys Cooper Claire Dodd

NEXT THURSDAY AND-FRIDAY

Your child-I-Mould like ibis"testy
liquid 1aaativa an4 yen ow* Inte
the gess* way it usually wakes up
a youngstdes lazy intestines' when

When your Moors tiave becorne
badly worn and+aye 1)in:heir.,life

and bkoilfi;Aon't despair ... sive
--thern -a coat 6f-1-fannes-Peitett
Floor Enamel.,.the inarre,d places

given by Abt'aiMpIiidizactinas..__1
_—
SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUGHT
winbi-tbe same- principat-incro-

cirsappirerr'incf-you
some, hew finish. Perfect floor
, Enamel conies in colors'to that
flooricarCbe'
made to blind with"
- walls and-wood*orit.

divert which hat enabled Its chin
brotil
h BLACK-DRAUGHT to give
so Many users such satilifying re• lief for so many years!

Pernia that's- sibi It OWMORT
gives child such refreshing relief

.- •
Marriiy.Lumber o. -.lei Depot St, L.-- ,Physe 262

P.".

when the familiar symptainihIndio
tate laxatfkit is neected.:
.

Direttod

SYRUP OF BLACK-DRAUp
cornea In'! alt..,'Theintrod

KORMAN TAIROG

sa Ii 9.6c; the economy IN* ie

BOBS WATSON • LARIMIUSII • DARIIYI
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weeks.
Harding C. Williams he expected
home this week from Okolona,
Miss., where he has been teaching
the past year, to spend the sum(Continued from page 2)
mer with his grandmother,,Mrs.
Jim Cole,
The Rev. Leon A Haring apd Mrs. Butt) and great-grandmother, 'Below Is published the program
Houston.
of the recital of the pupils of. Miss
• Mrs. Haring ars spending several
Dr. Charles W. Welch, pastor
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman had Lillian Walters. piano. and Mrs.
days in Chisel& --of-the Fourth Avenue Presbyteeian
as
their
Sunday
dintair•
guests. Mr: Will Higgins Whiinell. expression,
Mrs. Constance Nagle of Evans'church, Louisville, will deliver the
ville, Ind_ visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Downs of rise Elm which was held In the Woman's
commencement address on ThumGrove
communit
y.
Club
House
Vroe
on
Street
Tuesand Mrs. Bernard Whitnell, Tuesday morning, June 5, at 10 o'clo*
Joe Johnston. of Hopkinsville, and day night at 'Lee o'clock:
day night.
in the college auditorium.
Mr. and
Mister Shark's Lunch-BennettHoist Scott, son of Mr. and Mrs. LouisvilleMrs. Reginald Johnston. of
, spent the weelo-end with Betty Thurman. .
Awarded the Algernon Sydney
_ •
G. B. Scott who has been quite Mrs.
Joe Johnston and daughter,
Sullivan medallion by the Uniill is much improved.
March of the Giants-Massa-Aniee
Miss Christine.
Mrs. Herbert Dunn visited her
versity of Kentucky for service to
Blalock.
_
Little Miss Marlyn
parents. Mr. and Mrs. R. A. HamilWalker. elf:Sur Menagerie"-Betty Jo
the state of Kentucky during 193,
Wilton in Wingo over the week-end. daughter of Mr and Mrs. Johnnie liams.
Dr. Welch, who has been the pat•
dflQ
. o n b. JOfl(S 01 Walker. had her tonsils removed at
tor of the Fourth Ayenne PresbaThe Stubborn ,- _Donkey-Erb-Leuisville and Mrs. W. E. Hutton the Clinic Hospital last Friday
'brandy.
teripri antral since I-916, was electMr. and Mrs. Farmer England. of Rodney
of Dickson, Tenn., will spend this
..Dear God"-Betty
Ann Nix.
ed Moderator of the Presbyterian
yt vi i. Ark, spent
un ay
week-end with their father, Mr. C.
March of- the Tiny SoldiersChurch of the USA at the 150t
M. Hood and Mrs. Hood and other with Mrs. D. K. Butteriirsrth end Munn -Janet
Smith.
other relatives.
-thee-Gerseeelrelatives.
Mr. andlfre-krViTIMer-Orifi"P: --Wari-d:Me" '
1938 at Ptillacterphfir—
wns Big Sleda" John Ed Scott and John Scott
Triads at Play-Fox
kinsville. are visiting their (laugh-Lochle Fay
Trotter visited the latter's parents, ter, Mrs.
A native of'Tennessee, Dr. Welch
Pat Moore, and famili Hart.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Trotter in this
',WVif student at Ogden College.
"Trials"-Nancy Ann Sammona.
'
week.
Murfreesboro, Tenn., last week-end.
Bowling
Green.
Mrs. Clarence Collins anck son, of
Southwestern
Gnomes Creeping Through the
Mrs. Ed West and daughter, Centralia. Ill., spent
University, and Presbyterian Theolast week with Forest - Simkins-Mary Frances
Julieann of Paris, Tenn., spent her parents, Mr. and
Williams.
logical Seminary, Chicago. He is
Mrs. F. M.
Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. Gar- Pprdue.
"Bothered"-Alyra Jain- Tease-a member of Theta 'Phi, and Pi
-- net Jones.
Mr. and Mira Carl Harrison, of neer.
Kappa.Alpha,
Mr,__and4_7412A__Gasargo Price of De.troit, aro- visking-selatives
rch of-tha-Sfee FOR--Glernor_
•
-Clay., Ky., 'were the week-end friends here this week. Mrs. Her-. -Hazel Jean Rushing.
ighoelite above' are -the._
Western Kenterky
.They am,
Foreign Trade
_Sliest' ofther parents. Mr. and rison will be remembered as Mise e"Rebellibis"-Gloria Etheridge
.,
of:the Kentucky Quartet as they reit-to right: Chester Marine, Ru- Mrs. J.,,13. Farris.
Robbie Tinsley.
The Dutch Twins-Willa Ward- appeardolph
Howard;
One
Key.
Jesse
President
when deifiliting audiences
Roosevelt.
opening
Mr./and Mrs. M. G. Forster will
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Langston Janice Weatherly.
,- and Mrs. Madelle Taylor, Foreign Trade
Week, said "the dicspend the week-end with relatives and daughter, Bettie Bryan. of
throughout Calloway County and pianist.
"Dat Settles It"-Gene Loving.
tator
nations
alreadrh
Nashville.
in Huntsville. Ala.
ave achieved
visited friends here over
The Jolly Piper-Fox--Mary. Ann
serious economic encirclement of
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Ir- the week -end.
Moore,the
presented
U.
S."
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Perdue have
He
said
all
by
win have returned from Wardell,
Ansa-leans
these
clubs.
"Imitation"-Mary Virginia Wilshould fight against the economic
Mo., where Mr. Irvan taught the as their house guests this week, liams.
--slavery to which Germany and her
TALTON
'past winter and will spend the their daughter. Mrs. Wm. Lee, of
Homemakers Schedule
l,ithe Rain-Waybright-Jane
June 2-Meeting of presidents allies would subject the world.
summer with their parents, Mr. Chattanooga, and Miss Mae Min- Anne Giles.
LOUIS
ton,
of
Cadiz.
Raymond Geist. State Department
and program conductors to make
. and Mrs. Pat Irvan and Mr. and
J. L. Bell, of Jeffersontown. Ky., "Back Seat Driver"-Betty Robplans for a -program to be spon- Chief
of Commercial
Mrs. Antry Farmer.
Affaira„
The
-advis
ory
council
of
CalloM
erta
—
speaking in New .Vork, said the in*IOW by all Hurnemakers clubs.
Mrs. Joe Johnston and daughter, and formerly Of this county,.
'refft theeleffire Horses-Mattingly_ way -County Homemakers held its
Christine, are visiting Miss Helen visiting his sisters. Mrs. Essig BM-, -William Smith.
FDITORsummer meeting recently and plan- 'June 4-Kirksey Horrsernakers ternational sittration pesesehe quese
141-011EF
-teen -whether the peril effneffinting
Johnston in • Cookeville, Tenn., for lock. Mrs. Clay Garland, and hint
—iiimmer and„falil program. club /Heger ire ikffseee bele:1'41g.
peak UP. Ike;and 'Spress Yo', ned ilie
Clarence Falwell, and brother,
OF 7/1E Sinai?
the nation "lies mare in the strugtwo weeks..
Tha meeting was called tee order
self"-Sara Lee Sammons.
Glenn
,.week.
Belle
itself
or
in
gle
Mrs. A. O.- Wood* left Saturday
cancerous
the
postby
the
-jeresiden1.- Mrs. Hartsfoed
Chattertxel-•Weight-. Maryellen0
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Grubbs and
-war economic processes" of an un
for Den-oft where she will rest and
Doran. Committee reports were
daughter, Barbara Ann. of Buc- -Kennedy,
fairepeace. He said it would he
vacation- 1'6r two or three weeks.
Hospital News
given
by:
F04144Sr Miss Rachel Rowfatal
if Germany won because the
Mrs. Cletus Robinson:-a of St. hanan. Tenn.. visited her father, "Jane Jones"-Joe Blalticke The Cotton Pickers-Martin-- land Speaker's Bureau. Mrs. Hans,
Louis, arriveatat-filonclay night to Rey. J. H. Thurman. and Mrs..
U: S. would be compelled to adopt
ford
Dime
Publicity,
Mrs.
Thurman,
!Seery
Jefakeings
over
Laverne_
the
--:- •
week-end.
oissions to the William Mason economic methods "which would -visit her sister, Mrs. Dewey Jones,
"Flapper PhIlonophy" ,- Joan Bury: Cotton Mattress Project. Miss
Mrs. Hilton Hughes left WednesSeal Sospital during the past. slowly undermine our .prosperity
and family. Mr Robineonevill.drive
Rowland: 'Recreation,,_ Mrs. Shere
day
Shroat.
night
to
attend
the
k:
High
School
-- • -. .
eedown Friday to spend a few days
and out deniocratic Waleof
Avood
Pottle Cltfteripiedse. Mrs. 3. A.
Alumnl'Earquet in - Jaar-son. Ohio,
The Tolsoggait—Ride-Armildt
asbefore returning to their home.
_
Ruth Cove. Tampa. Fla.; Chart* Secretary of State Hull said that
Outland.
and visit her father, J: A. Barton. Margaret Jean Humphries.
_
Buie Brown an
Seay,
Memphis.
niece. Miss
Tenn... R..
Gor- after 'the war ,all .nations should
Besides the refiliar work the hem •Ft.- Henry, Tenn.: W. A. Mal- cooperate in international trade
Gardner. of Paducah, and his sister. She will also visit hrr sister, Mrs. • "The Piano Teacher"-Witma Jo
summer program will include - a lernee, Battle
Mrs. Tapp, of Lauisyille, will join R. S._ Edwards. in Columbus, Ohio, Lovins. - Lots of curls, ming to brush
Niche
3. W. free of Shaertnination
The-tste of- PineseeStesewffie-set- garden route coraannIty picnics
'Tons G. Brown le Daytootthice this and another sister. kire- Raymond
. Cedar Greye. Tenn.: Mrs.
Pope.
in
Huntingto
n.
W.
Va.,
Into ptar .
ty
before
Smith.
it's the .style
and
a
county
wide program.
Week and ,go from there to CarRonnie Parker, Brandon; Mrs. Au.
Fire, • Tianca - Eckstein-Bubby
lisle. Pa., to visit Bufes son, Bud- returning home.
brey- Hatcher. New - Providence:
The
projects
tor
the
new
year
-designe
Miss
d
Lunell
for
Byers
you active woleft Saturday Wade.
-de Brown, who has eharee of an
were selected as follows: major Mrs. Ward Melton, Camden, Tenn.:
for Clarksville, Tex., where she
"Afternoon Tee-Barbara Dine ro'ect, meal
- Army Aviation field. .
Mrs. Altie Miles. ?Surrey: Robert
men‘you'll like it! •
_planning: _LII1114/
sU
seend-iime
-stinitnee
--with
Mr.- and MM. A. P. ligauPlii.-of
ea.:landscape gardening; special NoWlerid. - 11euefee; -Miss Vivian
The
Dancer-Schawm- projects will be crofts
Tap
West Paducah. spent Sunday with aunt and unele. 10. and Mrs. GroRogers:
Rogers, Cunningham.
and....sayle
ver Byers.
,
Caroline Carter.
- Mr and Mrs. Pat Moore.
trends; recreation program, games
Discharges during the past week:
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard Jackion,
•A Curious Story-Heller-Berdie and music.
Mr. and Mrs. Neva Waters and
Mt. Carmel' Methedist__Church,
Mrs, F. K. Page. Puryear. Tenn.:
daughter visited the Ancient Buried Miami, Fla., and Mrs. Carlos Jack- Ellen Colson.
located three miles north of KirkMintialyn
Ervin.
Murray:
Mrs.
Carol
Mrs.
Haosford
son
of
Minneapolis. Minn, spent
Doran gave . an
City at Wickliffe last week.
Peacir Bi01190111 .Time-Hopson-interesting _re_port 'of the - District Farmer. Murray; Mrs. Roy Mitchell, sey. will have its Homecoming Day
Mrs:- Larbs-FrI2zell 111-8KesEighter, -lest-vreelt-arritti their' parents,
Martha Outland.
Sentoie 0. B. Turnbow: Hazel: on Sunday. June 29. Rev. R. F.
Permanents . . .
Federaffo
n
and
meetinig
Mrs.
A.
A.
Jackson.
which was
Laura Belle. of Paducah. spent sevThe Blue Danube--Strauss-Vil•
he4rieeeleteetoit the first part of W. A. Mallernee, Battle-Creek. Blankenship. pastor, announced toMrs. D. B. Lassiter, mother of ma Jo Lovins.
rrsl days last week with their niece
*ch.: Jas. Henson. Calvert _City: day.
.
and cousin, Mrs. Kirk Pool. and Jesse Lassiter, is seriously ill.
.The- Stars and Stripes -Forever• '
Ruth Cove, Tampa, Fla.:
All day services will' be held
G.
Mrs. Durrett ,Padgett of Nash- Sousa- James Smith.
family
Miss Zelma
Monroe. assistant Gorham. Ft Henry, Tenn.: Mrs. and the Rev. W. G.-- Nall will
- Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Ryan - and ville, Tenn.. is spending this week
March of the Dwarfs--Grieg-,-- state 'leader, was. present , and led Fred -James. Murray: Terry Berke- deliver the sermon- id '11 a.
t daughter-in-law. Mrs, Maurice Ry- here with friends.
tee program plannine discussion. ley, Golden pond; Mrs..C. P.' Ves- Other former, pastors will
William McElrath..
niake
•
an. visited Maurice at the Hazel, •
Mr and-,
• ••
.Mrs. H.- L Pryor and
Plans were made 'for ,the Home- ter. Paris, Tenn.: Mrs. Fred Bailey) short , talks diirihg the afternoon
/
wood Sanitorium in Louisville over Mrs. Eugene Hughes .ar
,
.
Lst WedMakess annual Meeting in the. fall. Murray,. __S. A. Moon. Gleason, hours. Musical fitiffttiers by
the
'the week-end. Friends will be glad nesday in Memphis.
•
.
Tenn.; Prank Zradley, Dy.erstsurg, Kirksey- Quartet and other_ vocal
,ed. kOP.W that ,MauriCejs fthgeeveng
Mrs. H. C. eurry .and -AnneCurefe
-*--A-eadierepecierattracr be -Ittfe•WIllfge Terme-- -f.--1.---Purrett,-Dytrabtitt. gropis-4-iill--Tweli make 'the
+;
:
iiesir- of--wkitews, Bartel' amtp
Murray
and expretr to be home in p few I are -spending severed week
- effete-and There with -the Notne- reess.1 Ufa. -Belli* Cochran, New- cram enjoyable. the Reverend .pree
ltin
Mr.
.
•
.
born.
rnakees"
Tenn
has
Mrs.
been
initiated
George
Hall, Iltatikenship sad by the
Mils Martha Churchill was host:
••••••••••
•
Agriculture -through- Golden. Pond; Mrs. Mee Miles,
es 'hursday evening at the home College. of
of her parents. 'Mr. and Mrs. Ron- the courtesy of WHAS. Louisville. Murray: Chas,. Seay. - Memphis,
ald Churchill, at a buffet supper The program comes on every Sat- Tenn.: Mrs. Bob Corbin, Eva, Tenn.
-1
for -the Senior Class of 'Murray urday at 11:50 a. m. Central StanIS A SUIT
High School. The evening hours dard Time, and will be devoted
entirely to activities of the homewere speot informally,
.
makers
-and
home
demonstra
tion
There were twenty-one present.
service in Kentucky. In this weeke
A -Vacation Bible School wiUbe
ly diseunion on homemakers pro- held at McCuiston eSehool
Howie
gnu:meet is plenned to include beginning June 2. The
classes
brief, isecounts of happenings among will be held from 8
to
5. in.
.11
••
' the homemakers clubs all over There will
also be preaching SunKentucky, human interest stoi ies day evening
7:30 o'clock -roil
Mrs. Carroll Lassiter was at
of achievements and accomplish- are invited to. attune' these
seehome Wednestiay afternoon to the.
-merits oreWbmemakers. interesting s-Ices.
Book and Thimble 'Club. The aesivines
and
u_nuaual
_prograttla
J.
C. Outland, Amis. Missionary
bones- were spent in neediewort eassiesissise- _
and conversation, and sunshine
friend gifts were -exchanged.
•
-A 'dainty ice Course was served
by the hostess. 'Mee- present
were, Mrs.•'Cletus Robertson qf St.
Louis. Mrs. Dewey. J00IE41, Mrs.
Herman Ross. Mrs. Hie- Dunn,
Mrs. Charlie Hale, Mrs. Carman,
Graham, Mrs. 011ie Chambers. Mrs.
Boyd Gilbert. Moe Lonnie Shront,
Mrs. Joe Baker mid Mrs. Myrtle
No Sun-can be_worn very. long without
Paemer.

Miss_ WOtters, Mrs. I
Whitnell Present
Pupils in t.Recital

Louisville Pastor Is
Commencement
Speaker at College
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$2 up

PHONE 270

1

-MAI-DO.NNE BEAUTY SHOP

Murray High Seniors
Are.EnfirTainett

HOW LONG
NEW?
, DEPENDS UPON
Who Cleans It

Vacation Bible School

Book -and Thimble
Clubrlifeets

ME.

IL L'FOOD
CellteheOeS STORE

WE DELIVER

••••••

Weah.

•••

relatives in Sehna, Ala.
- Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Nelson are
'pending this week with relatives
in Kingsport. Tenn. From there
ter will motor through the Carolinas. visiting points of interest.
Mrs. Ben Grogan has returned
from Pearson. Ga., where she
taught the .past winter. and Is
spending the stiewner vacation-in
Murray.
•
Mrs. G. P. Ordway. orkUttawa,
was the week-end guest of Mr. and
Ws P. W. Ordway:
Charles Miller., ,of Dyersburg.
Tenn. spent the week-end with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Greg Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Enderlin
spent the week-end with- relatives
in Lone Oak.
Mrs. J. R. Williams and Mies Mary,
Frances-. Johnson epent the week-end in Camp Shelby.„,MIss.. *bare
they visited Mr. Williams. ami-Barnard Bell.
.
Mrs. Fate Gilbert and Mrs. Clyde
Collie. of Jackson. Tenn., are the
guests of erelatieres and friends._in

Murray.

"

For a complete vacation- resort- to TOWN WEAR,
stockings of matchless beauty... in an array of styles
and new §_pting colors that'
will fill every-vacation heed.

—1 )

2, 3, 4

P

thread Silk. ylon

79c, $1, $A.rs, $1.50
•
.
•

GLADYS SCOTT'S
East Side Court Square—Murray, Ky.

•

B. H.'Harvey' Piton
Asks for Brinkley.
Magisterial Post
To Tim

VOTERS or asuirtuFr
DISTRICT:Kt -the 'rozilf-ex- ?11-9ft -,. W.-1
ff
friends and neighbors I am anflouncing my candidacy for Magistrate Of Brinkley ieeetriet, subject to the Democratic-party.
In .making this announeerhent
• ee wish to .say that I will do everything in my power to make you a
good magistrate. I believe in an
equal distribution of the county's
deavor to carry
y
rnuoeriey
thata np
d
principle.
r
..rf
.0 I shnuld fail to see ,yon-'Per:
nonally, please accePt this aa. an
elarnest appeal_ fof your elite.
'
Sincerely,
.
- B. 11.--;i4A2VirY" Intik
• -Pol. Adv.

Send itfto

'.BOONE

PHONE 114_,

TOILET SOAP, Fine- Art, 4 for
16c
SUGAR, 10 pounds
55c
CORN,cream style, 2 No. 2 cans
15c
CRACKERS, 2. pounds
MEAL, 10 pounds,
21c
BAKING POWDER, Clabber Girl. Sc
_PEANUT BUTTER, quart
21c
TOILET TISSUE, 3 rolls
10C
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE,4 cans . . .
WAX PAPER,30 foot roll
Sc'
BLLCKETS, 10 quart sae
23c-'
PEIM-SOAP FLAKES,-10c size. .
Fruit Cocktail, DelMonte, No.7214 .20-C1V1Iraile Whip SaiadDreiiing, qt.. .33c

•

•

cleaning. it ;may be old after one
cleiining;_or etain-its newness after
,a score'of cleanings. It all -depends- •
. WHO cleans ft. Improperly
• • cleaned'
, a garment soon loses its
freshness, qt.-CAI dull and lifeless. This
will. '-never baDpen to - Your .clotheawhen you send,them to BOO
- NE. Each
• garment is gently cleaned by the.ONE
method best suited to the fabric. Then,
the firibthing
BOONE tailor
shaping and pressing.L.Lustrous colors
are preserved—,life of the fabric preserved.• Mkt no chances; -send your
new suit to BOONE.

•••••

•

4

MEATS

PORK CHOPS, center cuts, lb.
BACON, sliced, rindiess, lb.
T-BONE STEAKS. lb.
Armour's Banquet Beef

FRANKS, pound
,,B0L0G,NA, pound
STEAK,round or sirloin, lb YEAST, per cake

•

21c •
25C:35c

RUGS AND FURNITURE CLEANED
Thoroukhly, gently; pv harsh methods

15cit ritrikeS,12

-304- =3c

WHO

of difference.
clothes-

'FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

LEMONS, dozen
BEETS, bunch
GREEN'BEANS, 2 pounds
'PEAS, 2 pounds
ONIONS, bunch
•
BANANAS, pound

15e
5c
19C
lpc
41
/
2c
6c

Phone 234 we call for & deliver For*Quality Our Price Is Lowest!

Boone Cleaners
•

SOUTH SIDE COURT SQUARE

•••••••

•
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every mew you take.
▪ be worth-while; in essijoyment. in knowledge attained, in happiness and success
... may • en4re yoqr way_ with honors
. air/L.be-the best freshman clam is the school of future endeavor.
May

14.F.M3En-

_

ugenen 'ab serve aS the grade to this eansmuzlity. We're aepending on sou to lake an active Yawl kJ shaping
law pave own lieliare and that of lour classmaiws _ _
•
We an, as. bikainess and professional men and %omen, bid you God Speed. and•ieunt lihst we-mmyr_eandinste brir
•syrve you. ail We have in the

Wt.!L.

over-the-page--below are the Waiiies at-graduates of the ts'io high schools --111111reay
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Wigb and the
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Murray B;auty Shop

Mr's. A. 0. Woods

M.1rt4 Lou Guier

Mary retittrtax

FLORIST

Martha -tette: Hoot • "

Janice Louise Lyon

Fred Eaceffe-Inrilk-:.

Dale & 'Stubblefield

Martha Wear Churchill

The CarD4r_Drms Stain

--We eater to stadesits froJi kindergarden throeigh
graduation
and then some"

_

-_

"olo.•

Economy Feed Store

Martha Josephine
-

Porter =Motor Conipany

Superior Laundry and Cleaners

iffirtara_McNopia
William Eikene Pait,

_Herbert' Allen

itaI•dis
Page ?WOW
'se Foley

•

Calloway County Lumber Co.

Murray Laundry
Telephone 303

Crass- Furniture Company

Boone Cleaners

Julia Elizabeth Pogue
George Buist Scott

•
. _
•
ie Thurmond

: ..,1 D•-er

•

.
)!.-;,.---.Qc-,:-•,•1;:n 13cyi. oieri

J. E.Littleton and Co.

.11

Muzyay Nursery zusd florist

wHendon's Texaco_ Station

lift. P. Roberts,

Stokes-Smith Motor Company

Plum.31E474

Buy Tires"Ri-lore taIe Entli.kne
- 1ff

Margaret Stiles
•

Mi.rsliall D.- Thompson
•

-3LirTYTiiiiirman

.Wllharn Lre-nee Wdslabriert

Brunda Sue Futrelle

-

Jane'Hale

"NM

Johnson-Fain Appliance Co. •

Dutch's She.
GENERAL SHOE REPAIRING

H. B. Bailey

Bastmerit Elam Smile Metal ,

Shroat-Brothers Meat Market
. .

JEWELER
Chia

I.

Sarah

So. tntderwood

Fred Milton Wells

',le Hood Wei,

Malta Juette

SEM

'

Marguerite Helms
Mary Helen Holland..

Kirk Pool

Murray Auto. -Parts
C. T. Rushing

Western Auto Associate Store

Dr. 0. C.. Wells
-orromETRIST

.e

•

"Everything for the Auto"

•

,

;Neva WatenService Statket

Garnett !food- Jones

National Stores, Inc.

fria
— AL70

TIRE

Torfi EtIff raTilr"— '
„ty'l•tI Fli:•••rnia Ciiihcy

Trent Watkins

Dam Mahe•Difference Who Wiles Your Inunraneie

,George Eillward Jones -
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HAZEL, KY.

,
NEWS, OF YOUR NEIGHBOR
AND-YOU
EVERY'WEEK

AZEL NEWS
a

HAZEL NEWS

part on the prograM. Hymn,"Send
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilson reMiss Pearl Thompson of near
me Light", and the closing prayer turned home Sunday from Mem- Mid-Way is the guest of Mrs. Turnwas
given
by
Mr.
Neely.
visited
relatives
phis
bow
where -they
this week.
Building on Boom Here
and friend', Mr. and Nirs. Loren Putnam of
Operatiqns in building line is
Simbeam..:Band Has Meeting
B.,
Bowling
0.
son
0.
B.
of
Mr.
Green are epending their
Mrs..
and
,quite active in Hazel. A splendid
Cully Nesbitt, who works at ai
urnbow, returned home Saturday vacation in Hazel anti Murray as
NYA building has just been comGovernment powder plant, spent •
The Sunhearns ciente Ha 1 Sapwhere
the
he
Mason
hospital
guests
the
from
of
parents.
their
pleted and is now being equipped list Church met Titesdri
several days last week with his
afterElci. and Mrs. Edwin Curd of
family.
with modern working tools. The nocieVat the ehurch and aid its spent the past week taking treinPembroke were
over the
funeral home recently completed regular montitly meet
• with
Mrs. Mat Phillips of Taylor's
Mr. and _Mrs. C. W. Denham week-end 'as the guests 'of his
here by the Hazel Lumber Co. Is.`nix members 4ad one vial r presStore vicinity, visited recently with
indeed a beautiful place. Robert, ent. The topict used wee ' uropes spent &may in Murray as the parents. Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Curd,
her
granddaughter, Mrs. Otho
guests of Mrs. Bertha Jones and
J. E. Patterson -and grandson,
Paschall is erecting 'a - residence Call."
Clark and Mr. Clark.
family.
Fred Paschall Jr., spent Tuesday
in south Hazel. The N. C & St.
The program follows: •
The gist of Bro. Jlin Kelso's
Miss Hazel Jones, who has been in Paducahon business.
L. Railway
Winn, "Be a Little .
am"; 414-la
interesting sermon Sunday at this
teaching, returned home --Mies -Elizabeth-Jones, whin is
repairing
ring - and
a :
exP
painting
e ilntici mthe
p-rayer, by the last week and will spend her va-, teaching in
l.i.e Bible-feadieg andchurch was "Ye must be born
Alabaman' reit:lilted
epot building here. H. I. Neely counselor; pot:
"A Little Work- cation with her mother, Mrs. home Saturday
,
A wheat Marketing quota', de- again." This young Presbyterian
and will spend -the
is reworking the 'store building he er," Mildred
cendon: a
signed
imion Alice Jones.
to
divide
a
limiteel
market
minister is from the Beech Grove
summer in Hazel with her mother,
recently purchased from Le4and go-round: Pa
t rope;
goes to
Rev. J. E. Skinner and daugh- Mrs. Alice Jones in north Hazel. among all growers and to keep Vicinity arid" a studeei of Murray
•
Owen of Alui ray ai0
-1. will make Europe Sends o Us; Our
issions ter, Miss Marie, were °Sunday dinR. if. Upton, Jr., who is attend- port of the 'surplus off the market State College. He was introduced
this aemodern mercantile' house. to Eur
until needed, Was ,pruclaimed
en ..41y.
isha.-Creloneing-Mussine-Ceellesee-wee-eire
abasuaciemee by Brce
eguesni-of
Meng residences are being re- girls;
e o lawn 0 t
y Secretary 'of Agriculture son of Hezel. Besides Mrs. Kelso,
Mie- man Hurt.
Monday
afternoon
the
as
guest
paired and t•edecorated.
Go-Rou d", leader:
Claude
R.
Wiekard.
song,
. ..... sion
The
quota
others present out of the vicinity
Mies Laurene Curd came in Fri- of his class mate, Bob Turnbow.
"Jesus Love
will be effective on the 1941 crop were Mr. and Mrs.
e"; roll call, and day from CrOGSVALie. IlL, where
Robert Keine
John Farmer and Graham Denoffering; clue
Ambassadors Meet
if approved by a twortiendsema- and son, Howard
prayer. Ida Jane she has been teaching for the past ham of Murray were
and Ernest, of
in Hazel jority of
West.
farmers
Voting
,in
Lynn
Grove.
will
vacation
and
year
Monday afternoon.
spend her
The Junior Royal Ambassadors
tional referendtun to be held May
Mrs. Cent Nance and son of
here this summer with her perCason Maddox's wife, Mrs. Marie
met Tuesday night it the home of
31.
Rev, J. E.
nrier US
5'
Plaagare-lkilf-unlnntkiad by. Mr. and
Meddex_andetmee_ehlinnew, Wytonamed Iiirs.e lie_Iff-Curcl.
in
• IT:711:1
ed Ma-r
• Miss Ruby bete'Pinieley- of Hel- See-and Jerry-Max.
Xacb_ Larin'a_ is equal. teethe ae- Mrs. P
- am. hlance and, family were
-visited hi the
its renlileir montedy •rneetina with ment at the
el _Baptist
jow Rock. Tenn., was in Hazel home of Mrs. Floyd M. Fudge tude-Gresormal production, which- Sunday evening visitors of Mr.
10. _members and visitor present,
Sunday at 11' 'clock and Sunder eider•the
ever
is
greater, of the farina and Mrs. Ruby McPherson and
week-end visiting friends. Tuesday.
.Topic fur the
program
was evening at 7:45.
daughters. Misses Dorothy Dean
• Mr. indeMrs.
ightimuse,"
B. TUrnbow had
Miss Lorene Clayton spent a few wheat acrease --"allotment, p1
Mr. and Mrs C. B. Wilson an as their guests Monday, Mrs.
wheat
from
Aany 'previous 'hop.land Thelma. Mrs, Coin Nance ne
Leon- days with her brother, the Rev.
The meeting opened with prayer daughter. Mr.
d him A. H. 1
ard Mardis and little-Miss Shir- H. F. Clayton in Clinton, Ky., re- Since the national allotment is cal- the daughter of the late Mrehild
by Bobbie Limiter: song, "The Loud and son
utored to Gil
eulated to provide enough wheat hire. Frank Orr and formerly lived
ley Burnette of St. Louise
cently.
B
King's Business"; prayer, -Paul villa Sunday afternoon to
I
view the
Misses Loniee and Madelyne
Misses Eva Perry awe' Libbie for normal domestic' needs, normal in this vicinity.
ray. Each member present took dam.
ILOA> -had as their visitors last James and Mrs. Oscar Turnbow -experte, and a 30 per cent reserve, • The writer had the pleasure Satweek Misses Ann and Irene Hay and her visitor, Miss Pearl Thomp- Officials point Out that con.sunkii urday afternoon of visiting with
•
`i•
son and Mrs. H. I. Neely were in will have'plenty of wheat at reas- her former school mates Miss Betd.
•
enable Mmes.
ty 'Myers and sister. Mrse-Everett
and their gueets Paris, Tenn.. Tuesday shopping.
The -proclareatien was made un- Hat Mrs- Afklitie-.Waters Ligon - of
were in Paducah one day last week
Thomas Perry Turnbow o( Memas the guests of friends.
phis, Tenn., visited' home folks der preivisiOns of the Agricultural -Murray was ,one of our first teach.
arlan
Adjustment Alt of 1938 which callseefs
Mrs. ell N. White, Mrs. Grace -over'the weekend,
Neale
Plat and 11444
'
, •of11683eChirlgol-anIii.
_when, _the_ cianuateel-MLIL.I1111.-eMria-eSlettin and
Wilcox Mrs. C. W. Denh
Siteelds-ea•-•-abiltnii*erdnOth
ee
ehlatiiiineeTianne ethic week additirrt
,-Sraia40Inlant.n.iaitMedeci_Se
year's don-untie comumPtion and there-with. Mrs. Nannie Stark-(now
1:tralker- were in Murray Monday. 'and friends.
sobr
xp
erri,ore
einito
vhr
,George Dickerson and daughter,
at
Murraytwrw
.
Ali)o.so
:
theiiiveol
n 35 ySeets
;
mrs --Jvy
as teachnt eer
r. 1
.
esti_
Mrs. Cattle Russell of Detroit. erh
-Hachette and graide-Mtetre- is In Maze this week to
e son_ Neale. Mr. and Mrs. If. I. 'visit her sister, Mrs.-0. T. Weath- -Mated at 1,236 minion bushels amid' and_ a large number of our Gunexceeds the, inarketing quota level 'ter's Flat School rnatesalmee pass. Neely motored over fe Beuna erford ari tamely.
•
eel' on. '
-c-•
. Arista, . Tenn., Sunday afterboon
Ntree Finis Weatherford and two by •Irl million'bushels.
anal -Skiterifieel
1....monnnrning
Stock water IS scarce" STA the
elliedreiineancie Mrs. Lester Wilson- -nee nines like
• decoratien service at the Spelli
and Myra Joe Wilson left Saturday sense dictates that we should have creek passing through this vicinity
and McCall Cemeteries.
for Louisville where Llagie • hus- a'large reserve of wheat on hand," is dry in mane Places. We are hopMrs. Lovie. Cole and "Ithild,ren bands are .einaloyed.
_ Adiainistrator R. M. Evans .of the ing the good Lord will send us
have gone to her 'daughter's, Mrs.
Bro. and -WS. A. C. Moore, Mrs. AAA said in connection with the rain soon.
Mrs. Noah Shrader of St. Louis.
Warren. near Concordeefor a few Koska Jones nnitored over to announcement "andethe peciple an
days''visit.
_
Cayce, Ky„' to attend a Methodist the country can. be- assured by the accumparned by relatives,. Me,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Mayfield of meeting last week.
fact that we have larger reserves Mrs. Ward aiml son and daughter
'Murray.and Mr. and Mrs. Terry
ever before- in the Ever-Nor- of near Bell City, visited at -.thean
Vermin James of New Concord
Cochran of Kirksey have been was in Hazel last week- on business. mal -Granary. Btft common sense Len Shrader home Sundey....TKe
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. B.
woreel"an t j
G
od
ro
ine
ve
Mr. and Mrs. L. le Tucker of dictates just as emphatically that
cgrouepterY
D. Hurt.
.i6jtcthe
where the
Py
Dexter - spent severe! _days this We provide orderly handling of cemetery
by
Mr.
o
Meu_Mainee
and
r
John a _near weeat
Mrs,
es. ()rile in
Ed Carter and
-New Proyelleh&-U-111 'Hazel Visit- Mr. and Mrs. 'W. D. Tucker of an
nillr71521-lerS, ke erai
.• pineriticUr prenera 11
-aard of
ing her ciaughlennMra Frank_ Gip- North_ Hazel
abundance from bankrueting. hint% Lynn Greve,
Miss Thelma McPherson was the
son and
self and only in that way can the
Mr. Gipson -en
north
coneumer be assured
.
' Hazel.
wheat at week-end guest of Misses Martha
Nell and Mary Alice Myers.
a fair price."
Am A. x' Hamley filled his
The wheat slimly total used in
Bro. Algie Moore will preach at
....reauler menthly .appointment at
the
quota
determination
Pleasant
Grove next'Sunday at 11
".Leadbetter Baptist Church, near
includes
Mr.'and Mrs. John Dixie Skaggs
the Tennessee River, Sunday.
f
and Robert Towery and family an estimated 1941 crop of 858 mil- a. m.
Mrs. Lela Wilson visited her spg.n1 Sunday as the guests of Mr. lion bushels. The July 1. 1941 carryaverls
..,„ .
estimated
. luster, Mrs. B. ,Humphreys, near Novice
at
MO
MillionW.-S.-Ward,
Barren
County,
is
Alexander and
family.
Taylor's Store. lase week.
e
Mrs. Novice Alexander has been bushels, including crop insurance terracing his entire farm. according
reserves
12
of
•
million bushels. The to County Agent J. 0. Horning. • - ,Mr. and 'Mrs. James Underwood confined to her' room with chills
"normal year's domestic consump,
and little daughter of Greenfield. for the •past week. •
•
•
i
.ereoun ate 755
Tenn., spent the week-end it Hazel • Mr. and Mrs.' Barney Herridem. tion and exports".
Idany_..easeerer--fy
-are
roillimOntsbeise- This
.---op-iime Armen" Sitnreeeilettell&K
iTth rtionni-nr. alle.7. -OW of the
aseerane domestic .consurnp- burning lime for their own farms
DeweY.-Smotherman and ;Jilin Urn, Mrs. Comus ?Mrander
only to tionof 898 million bushels
end
et
those;
neighbors.
and exe
'
--derwood's- mother. Mn. John Un- -find no one at hume,after
driving
ts .cd.57 million bushels for the
e.deewood and,family.• 1' _.,.,
- mileeeferethateporpoie:--nemem
-year
period'
ending' June 30, ing the excess a• nd are eligible
. 11,41-. - ahd Mrs. Ira Morgan spent they were quite disappointed
by 1941. The addition of a 35 per
fur a Aeon on this part of their
Sunday in Birdstown. Tenn., visit- net finding them at home,
cent reserve makes 1,019 million crop at a rate lower than that ofMrs. Moregan's sister, Mrs.
lag
WiUsa Short" and family and
Thiirsten Reynolds and Mr. Reyn- Comus Alexander and family spent blishels, the marketing quota level. fered cooperators.
Under the quota all farmers will
If the marketing emote is voted
olds and family.
Sirnsiay with Air. and Mrs.- Enas
,
ante- toe-nett or feed Without elownel'Ilic act provides that no
Gwen Dailey is In Paducah this. Nanncy.
penalty
all
they
raise
on. their
Week as the guests of relatives
Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Byers and acreage .allotment, plus any old Government loans can be made 'on
•
and friends.
daughter, Wanda Mae, were Sat- wheat carried over from _previous the 1941 wheat crop.
The wheat marketing quota refMr. and Mrs, Coil Overcast were urday night guests of Comus
Al- years. This means farmers whose terenduin will be
Murray visitors Sunday afternoon, exander and- family.
conducted in
wheat acreage is within their al- every wheat community in the
eake and 011ie Mayer, W. C.
Mr. and Mre. Curt Nnweinne iennee* may-sell er Seed all their
Nation. Resident wheat farmers
Claud Andean:in. jullous -mere' this guests of her --Termite.
Will
eligible will be Ia charge. Each wheat
Cooper, E. L Maier and Dallas Mr. and, Mrs. Hollis. Riley and famfor
w-heill
a :'-Tt
wheat
rit
.
ais
num- grower -anected by the quota will
The
ale'sbmer
Miller were in Murray Monday ily. of near _Gut°,
Sunday.
ber of fanners Who hivee ggense. bare the opportunity to vote by
.
afternoon.
—Brown Eyes
wheat may avoid penalty .by .stor- secret ballot."
....01•••••••10111•01M•
Ii
• +0 THE VOTERS OF PALLOWAY COUNTY, ..
..„
- LADIES AND CithfillWitiFil4:- -. "" 7 - - •
I am making this, my formal announcement, as a candidate for the
linalinatiOn to /be isruieig- MI-mire 41140544_ Callowaftettety,'Meet- -__Ilasviner, to town! GLIM voters partteipattnilti the Adgiud 2 'primary.
- May I here express my deLjeneatitude to all of those who have already assured sue of their support and loyalty, in the event I beclieft a
' .dindiclate for County Judae,_,Leigi sorry that I could not have made my
announcement earlier, • ,", I.
_
' I hCe entered this campaign upon the solieltatiep of mail1;
. tax*hrs. an I am snaking this eaceughenlillgineupon my own merits
And that's Just what you';1 do
qualifications. •
. 'is little I ipigbt say relative to rimsel( or about my qualificaIn a pair of our new Fortune .
tions but what you already know. sirice I have had some kind dieted, nem relation es connection with almost every-taxpayer. arid citizen 'of
Coolatore--holes puncheckclectr ,
the county during the past several years. I believe'yop will remem
through catch the breepz for'
—Whether or not I have served you honestly, efficiently, and courteously
durinithe years" I was connected with the County Clerk's office.
the coolest of summer foot ...Thou:drip of Cewety JUdie is a moseAPartant QM to UM taapayers
.
- arid Eitizens in gen-Ant; tits office. has much to .do With ill the "other
condortf
0 es in e way_pf . log bondeeeettling estates,probating wills, making settlements with guardians. adminietrators, granting roads, and trying macs. The County Judge must preside over the Fiscal. County, ''Murray hounewrves have long
eittarterty, and -Juvenile cou'rts. The -thitieseerfethe -CernuierJudge are
Rump
SUNnumerous and -require qualifiations aria judgreent_in• the exereisinn, of
BURST
milk -in -cooking and Irk
these important- defies._ The _County Judge's duties faring him in close
relation with every office`of .the court bouse ahd with most every tax- a...7 baking. That's_vqfy_ re7p7...tkat
' Pierer of the courde•
. '•- Le-:-.
call for---milk turit:e_nt- better
-.....'' ---I feel that my-ievee.al iikars'-explerichce in tvalting upon alt the
whew SkNBURST
used. SUN..
abpve named courts and my several years'...experlenc
e---as'at
,puty county
court clerk has given me an opportilhily do knoutriomething Of.8,the
'BURST IS richer, h a a great'&
.
apy. other way. In
"ilia have gamed -in.
ceunty's tbAtitese that I cie
cream content' than tate Laws
• fact. I feel that I am in eve
way-qualified to make you a satisfactory
-demand. And the p ice is no.1'
officer, _ .
,
Le
..
Sowe Se,let
:
Ai 3/' offered in- get eveileitinlehrldge, '
I shall use every tippet/di
or IT—higherI ONO
47430114844
Higkeer
atinif Of Federal or State funds for any needed projeets, Which- at51 -SUNK.e yuui 'do.
'
every
*for the county. I shall use every effort to _keen the tax leek.,
morning.
n eepininevith the law 'tied expenditures in line with the best business'
ethics.
...
It has been, said. and righten so, thai the best index as to what' a'
irraer•Aleein-445e-fedueeZia-to- kenim
--whate Ite-han preotieed-er dene-----e--.--"neliersen
--in thA past. My Oast record, officianatil private, was made by me: you
.i. .
'are invited to in5•LkstigaTel1 and vOtentitiTerntIttment oh August 2.
made an benesi effort to live and be an honorable and useful citizen_ It "47,
' shall be my hope 'that I can continue to live my allotted yeats where
my friends lice.
It Istnly sibeut two months Lena the dile!'of election. and I shall
Murray
to see as many'voters es time arid opportunity allow, Shored I fail -for
.. , .
any•recnon to see youe .will- you kindly remember to.note for me?
it, illeilifinninkel0. inkancereik.jUnt' eceuglai.e.de.r,iighelonalter..010 L.. .. _ _
.
- ne-•
e.
vote of confidence,-eind -hope that i min hilife idler centinttedltiendship ''' •
. ,..
thrOughoulthe years to'come, I am.
.
'•
...
Respectfully, • . .,

WHEAT MARKETING
QUOTA ANNOUNCED
BY SEC'Y WICKARD

S. Pleasant Grove

Effective on '41 Crop
If Farmers Approve
Measure May 31

er, .

AIM.
,
...110N

41.1•04,
411••

Stomach Disorder*/

-imaneViaato.
DR.. WALTER F. BAKE*

Bankuif Murray Bldg.

es: Office 1=J, Residence

nag

YOLLABEGOING TO BUY A'
VACUUM CLEANER ..

__LEVY A

--aesee

_
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THE KIRBY STANDS HEAD AND SHOULDERS
ABOVE ALL CO PETITION!
To appreciate the unques oned superiority and
streamlined beauty of the Model R Kirby you must
see trin aetoL nane_for deinnn-iiiration tAiday I
It costs nothing to see it, an you are under no obligation ... but see and try Kirby before you buy.
•

NOAH McD

Phone 419-R '

•

--amzelmAri

_11018171i3r5 Ky.
..111.110.01100.41•4

G
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1.001k
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Talk about &trim-what with on Oversize
Magic Sheff-Big
Meat Chest-and sh;ning stainless steel
Cold-Ban- this beautiful 1941 Keiv.na tor
Y°11.VirYtherig you've ever dreamed of,

Crisper.,
-Vegetobte eih

111

11.1.1.11.wgives

EWA/
7#I#EBREEZE

r --- ---

There

ISLCOOKS USE SUNBURST

ie

Milk roducts

t r_

COMPANY ,-

-.'..:..x..4.4.46Y_

Telephone 191

'. .

Murray, KY;

- GARLAND NEALE.
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COMPLETELY EOVIMPES
Wilma a Maillake isa
5- ha Prelates PL.

.
•

I'm going So be a
fine, crisp slekid
tomorrow-thanks to
that 30 per cent bigger
Crisper. It slides
like a drawer'
and ils cover
is of glass.

Look at my new homea big Vegetable Bin
Sisal holds more than
bLishel of us
dry yen etablee
where you •
can get
Os easily.

llerlsoniewe ereIs.leiver,la year MM... wilh 3-Year Prolochon Plea.
Shim mod leaml lax.. •ako.
This sparkling beauty is just erre of the amazing 1941
Keleinater values-values thatsave you as much as 4.10'
tempered with erne year when Kekinatce prices were
reduced from $30 to $60. It's all due to the enormous
success of Keivinator's new,less expensive way of doing
business. Let us show you these refrigerators of tomorrow-toe/ay! Prices start at
. •

eel KEIVINATOR
PRYOR MOTOR COMPA

Y
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MASONS

ore-

Mee., J. M. Thomas, wife of'4.
Mesten.-Thomas,"editor el the widely known 'Model Star- newspaper,
is in the Keys-Houston Clinic Hospitat where she . reported as re:
covering nicely after undergoing
an aperaticm for• ptured appendix
several days ago..
Mrs. Thomas. rho was critically
ys in the -clinic
ill for several
here, has n4any- Intones -in Calloway
County who will be glad to learn
her eplendidAimproyereent. . -and tdrs. Thomas and family
nave made their "home for many
oef-- Pine- -Bluff
retiree just'
acres... the Tenneesee River. With
the coming of the Kentucky lam
YOUNG BUSINESS MEN and its huge reservoir, Mr. Thomas
Club will meet 14ondiff night at soon learned that a large portion
8:30 at the National Hotel. News of his land would be consumed by
of last Mcinday's meeting is car- the TVA and he at once started a
-- ried elsewhere MI today's helper. N-searcte for a new homeplace. He
purchased the W. A. °wee*. farm,
Club officials have not complet
plans for heat week's meeting belt east of Mid-Way in Callowayk _turprise_o_Leo am. County and plans to move here
flett.Oineg,

.

..

I

Valedictorian

.

Committee Named to
- Co-ordinate Annual
Drive in Kentucky
•
.
'

Jtne means "Dairy Month" as
wel as "perfect days" and ohms
al-e undr way to make June Dairy
Month in Kentucky the greatest
siace the hetion-wide effort to increase use of dairy products and
brosederi the market -tor farmer.
-wise--derive almost 2/0% -Of their
annual income frosts the. _dairy '
. The Market Basket, official Federal publication. said recently thaf
-recent studies show that the Na-

Beer Dealers'
Licenses Taken

THUR

Mrs. Sammie Goodman and chiltion needs to consume at least 10 stein Cattle Club, Gi&ndale; Frank
Ky., are
to 20 per cent more milk-15 to 25 C. Wright, Secretory. Qalry . pro- dren. of Mt. Washington,
Mr. and Met
per cent more butter . ." The ducts Associatiory of Kentucky, guests of. her parents. will be joinThey
Purdomt
government it stressing the health Louisville; and goe T. Lovett, Ken- William
ed by Mr. Goodman at the close of
of .0fampopant.as,:.aaefense measure tucky Chain S, tores Council, Mix- his school.
aall government nutritionists are ray.
ex oiling milk in the diet and urgin that people drink large quan_
-_
1
it.
tities of
The 'Department of -Farm Mate
kits and Rural Finance of the University of Kentucky has reported
that never in all history as there
such a -flow of milk as roduced
in the United States last • ear and
that production is conUn ing at a
high level this spring.
Aceording to Prof. For yce Ely,
rtinetit. „...
head
the_. dairying d
University of Kentucky, dairYing-brings Kentucky farmers caah inannualcome exceeding $17.000
ly aqd fumishes-full-tim employpersons.
50.
than
more
to
ment
In addition lie avero..- it cope)
valuation of dairy prod'uc • 1-s used
y farm families
There
your 'clothes fresh and clean-ready for the hot
ere rnose..than a ha m on dairy
days ahead. Nop'11.like. our cleaning. It's spotless
ceent----on _iferittieky farm
clothes today
and odorless. Get out
Dairy.Mei/fliers of ,the Ju
Month Committee which
making
and phone 44!
• -Ben
pr.na -1t(be_AoortItt

DJ
(Co
11 a, rn.
ie, repre
lege. M
Calhoun
State T
Green. a
land, re
Teachers
Miss r
queen a,
queen al
The
with

T.
the IC!
7
cil
‘
Mayor
sued a

101,4001.e.2

of Murn

summer-is-negineing--think---now-about_ getting

Josephine Farley-"Red"
•
Wireingen;-Cernerietelal; Home Ec.
Mb '38; Sec: of Class '38: Jimior
Play '40; Senior Play '41; Cheer
Leader '41; Most Popular-Girl '41.
„Jelin Whilnell Farmer-_ML_RaMijc
Chieka.aitals
Scierillf4; -7lenserrY•
year.
Play 0; Senior Play '41; Annual man, and a Member of th Netional
- ROTARY-CLUB
'41.
Staff
Dairy Cotail committ
Robert
rhib -met last Thursda.v at
, •
Shipman.,"president Kent cky Jer- the High Seheolot..a saiest id theMary- Martha Farmer-"Maisie" sey Cattle Club, Shelbyvi le; John
Manual_ Training Departm.
Wataugaii: Vocational; Hume Ec. Moser. dairy man, Jolter- n coun- program Was p
:FAlliff/011131
Podrz
GEORGIC 114311
Club '38; Vice Pres. of Class '38; ty: iCarl, Sameniorh.
.
by the department with the'clo.
entucky
:311; Mixed Chorur-38;
•
•
nual Staff '41.
one Act play '39. '40; Vice Pres. Fern( Bureau Federation, •St. MatWaikRtun
Trees*
thews: R. L. 'Duncan, Fills City
and Shown actual- work being Mane'
IL D. Tbionspiam-•'Dae“
of Home Ec. Club '39; Treas. of
WatFgan; " VocatiOnahl rr
..Ma'' 21- (Speciall. lay the stlacioL_
Wataugan: Scientific; Trees - of Wataugan Society '40; Annual Staff_ Co-operative - Milk . Producers,
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your summer

DON'T FORGET THOSE WINTER GARMENTS
---BRING THEM TO US FOR SAFE SUMMER
- STORAGE IN OUR FIREPROOF VAULT.
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DO IT TODAY!-PHONE 44
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Salutatorian

Murraz_Ludgc F. di A,._ M. meets
-In stikted."-ennuraniklittnn- JIM-eta).
night. Jtme 2, at 8 o'clock. 'Work
In the F. Cs degree. AU merSbens
urged to attend. 'Vting Brotbets
-, • ,
are wele e.
_.
A. O.'
s
er Redden. Sec
'IteSt.tH
•••
SPORTSMAWS-1 F AnUF
The club will meet Tuesday
Weil at 7:30 o'clock at the City
Min7tice--CraFe. ;Piesirrerit.
urges a full attendance as plans
-fee-a-13FOIEFORI-434
will be diseuseed.
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Calloway. emptily _Au&
- scribes to fV34-iredger
but nearly
body reads it!
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NEXT THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND W.VitijkAlf ,
See our big circular for Murray's biggest Barjrain Event

.

Doe Act,

NOW IS THE TIME

1

SPEND/
LESS

THE RIGHT TIME
TOIIIIILD
YOUR
MODERN HOME

t

AT LUTLETON'.S

DRAPERY MATERIAL_
"
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SCRANTON
LACE CURTAINS
In Plain White-and Ecru.

Call:of CAlloway.County Public School' . Mortgage
-Bonds .-Cciriagitstu--41.‘First-...
....:.„
-fro-1i of Murray, Cllortay
---PubTe. School Corpora
eciinitr
CalloWay ---att of- the -our-•_
t,,(.913/713", ileinnekeld/s--for-. payment'oft-Arty 1..,
...;, Calloway County Public
•andiNg bonds - of aa .iWa. e of' $65.060 of 4,
'-o-hoqi_corporatlairs.eleff Mortgage Bends. dated July 1 1937, payable
...
• the tank E.f- Murray. in Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky: at a
rice per bond equal to the principal. &Mount theret pnd.riecruccl.in- _-...t
'
------'
- -..
•
•-_rest td July I. 1941.
.
.
..-.
Interest onosaid bonds shall cease'on July 1. 1941. 'CALLOWAY COUNIFY PUBLIC SCHOOL CORPORATION.
HURT..President7 J
---.,..;-," - By MAX

71;Oth Ready Made And
In4Vlaterials.

SLIP COVER
MATERIAL

a

•

Inalitastery material

49"°$1

PER YARD

..

1 ••

•-•
. Wq1MLE
'
-101r
NOTICE
;
Callow
Calloway tounty Public, Silica!' Coraixa-tion,
Kentucky. at WOO olclock.A. M., on June 5th. 1941, Lit the office
at
Kentucky.
cooly.
f the Superintendent of Education
Murray. Kentucky. will receive competitive sealed bids 41958_000 of Its
4'; First Mortgage. Re3
Calloway County Public gehapt „CorporatIon 3/
funding, Bonds, numbered from 1 to 58, both inclusive, each in the de.r.orninations of' 31,008-`dritedisi' of- July 1: 1941, interest payable semimate,Orr -serlitty -ort
of
anriaally-at the'roupern
W.
.
,
.
•
- Said bonds shall r-ckbe stiblett tojeiteliifitli5n -Prior-1-45-4 MIY 1
and
par
at
call
inaccrued
to
but on and after that datv,.;rhall be subject
terest to date of ca ' .nlut al redemption premium equal te one-fourth of
l% ,of the principal. •oiMt of each bond called for each, year, or fractrian thereof,:rem the t+ 'enintion date-ia the itatenbite 9f maturOgr.
st bidder and the
Said - bOnna_atie to be 4•1(1 to the; higher( and
county will furnish a final. approving opinion of jlitesers.--Woothhard.
-to
antriect
whose 'opinion
Kontutity.
owirrtte,
L
.or
Hornifiii:
Dawson is
.
--miti-boinde-shall_be_soild and Will furnish-printed bond forma-- •
•
The proceeds of said bond are
Mortgage.,ffdte of Cralloway lCouitty.. Public' Scheel Corporation now,
ranstanding and delivery of said bonds'shall be made on or-re:an after
July 1. Intl- - All bidi shall be Tor all of the bonds. Bids must be subtnitted
dollars Per $1,000 boltd on thei$58.000 of bonds, and no bids will he con,
Joupons.
...__,..
sidered or accepted whieh are notainsiiinan-the-ha07-4-3.1.4
As.exidence of good faith, a certified check in_the arnoUrf. of 0.,000
.
to
returned
'be
will
'which
aTreniutteskful
accompann.eachenhid
01011
'
bidderi
o
. -Galloway County Public.School Corporation reserves the' II
•_ • ,
rettet•i•any and all bids and to acceptany bid.
CALLOWAIII COUNTY PUBLIC,SCHOOL CORPORATION,
I
'
, BP MAX B. HUR*, President.
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10c
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With the Presiaent releasing $100,000,000
for Federal Housing, ilia Cooperation with the
National Defense plans, and Murray being
directly in a defense arms -411884.- to the Ken:
the time
tucky Dam at Gilbertsline, OW
building
insti.
Wittfinancial
to-40100ft "bur
amortizing
Entiona in '1141MiritIg ' one et tlaitan
type loans which makes it practically imposiirble for the small income family to lose its
home.
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Fred Wells Receives Science Award

BERRY:QUEEN

CHURCH

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page If

11 a. m. were Nancy Norris; (kithie. represenleag Murray State College, Murittif, Elizabeth Puryear,
Calhoun, representing- We s re r n
State Teachers College, Bowling
Green. and Mary Frances Bolt,-Ashland, representing Morehead State
Teachers College, Morehead.-.
Miss Norris. a junior.-is football
queen at Murray, and was health
queen at her high school.
The ceremony was concluded
with a luncheon at the• Capital
HoteLAIDIPIII rhose_litlending were
T. Lovett, Murray,' nicretary
the Kentucky Chain Styes Cduna. -.
Mayor Geoge Hart itaaaalso issued a proclamation for the city
of Murray, which follows".

rade_June 7, according to John W.
Polk, -Jr., lyind committee chair-.
MEM. They will come from Momtoo,„ Sturgis, Murray, Fulton,
Cadiz, Tilghman, St. Mary's, Trenton, Tenn., South Fulton, Tenn .
and Cape Girardeau, Mo., high
schools, and from the Merit Clothing Company of Mayfield.
It is expected that this county's
leading strawberry growers will
enter their prize beri4es in the
POO cash award contest which will
he held- during the festival. First
prize is $70, second $50, third $40,
rth 935; fifth $30, sixth. $25,
seveilth $30, eighth $15, ninth $10,
and tenth $5. The deadline for
entering,the contest is June 1.

•

II

The Pryor Motor "Compeny has
announced the addition of two new
clinnloYees, Dwight' Stone and Arthur Farmer,' who will be -stationed
at the. o. 1 station at 206 East
Main Street.
Mr. atone has had service station experience at the P. 'C. Walker 'She91 Service Station OA Mr.

FIRST CliRISTIAN CHURCH
Charles Thompson, Taster
920 a. m. BIBLE SCHOOL-This
is Children's Day in church and
Bible School. The special offering
in Bible School will go to Missions. Robert M. Hopkins, president of the United Society sends a
special appeal that we make this
offering a good one. Six of our
Missionaries were on the steamer
Zam Zam bound for Africa when
it was captured. It will take thousands of dotiars extra to see them
released and safely to their stations.

New Process

Cottle In EVery Time You Are In Town.
•

• ..

PIECE GOODS AND DRAPERIES
114.104U,SAND'S--OF YARDS

NEW' SUMM_ER. SHEERS
QUALM.

TIS
:At-,.../1 New Low - Price

Sensationally Primed

Be sore apd take
advantage N this
low price on
these lovely_
you'll
—
marvel at the
quality of t h
fabrics. You'll be
delighted!

Voull love t h
height gay colors
jl d color combinations, in this,
lovely inexpensite
.heers. belect Several patterns today. to Wear nu*'
and all summer.

--1P_EIUMANENT

-

--

f".

r

-Beautiful'Colorises
42 inch ad_4$'- Lech
,cURTA1N.000D3_
-filen dots that really
Big ens
make-TwaitifP1 curtains. -

25c ----

CURTAIL__

-GOODS

FLCK

Absolutely the finest
scrim you've seen at
this low price. While-,
ith figured' designs,
plain and fancy
weaves in plain or
, high 'shades

Ilere's really liras.4'clor dots on ehito
ground"-' whit,- a n d
color dots on dark
arroarras, in brand -mew
color and pattern corn-.
binatiorns. You want
•saieral dresses to
misfit-NOW

fa

LordIrDay: Bible study at 9:45
a. m. worship at 10:45 a. in. and
7:30 p.- in Young people meet at
6:30 p. in,
'Wednesday: Ladies' Etible Class
at 3 p. m., prayer meeting est"7:30
p. In
Our annual protracted meeting
is scheduled to begin the Third
Lord's Day,,,_in June, Bro. Frank
Pack will- be the 'preacher and
Bro. Jewell Cox wilt,have 'charge
of the singing.
C. L.. Francis, Minister.
FIRST BAPTIST

GUARANTEED FAST'COLORS
FINE

4.4
---

DISTINCIIVE. JEWELRY
In All Modes
Watches by

Bulova, El gin, ilaamiltema

Pan & Pencil Sete Diamond Sets,
Silverware
- West Side Court Square

H.13.11AILEY

THE JEWELER

y to Feed as Sliced Bread

lummer Freshfor Winter

dos
diap_werk
nimmiles loss of
eves him healing and
'hassfling Masa Itaj,. Gst .11
- "fIsa usastaass Nano. pots iota
hay. Sava 75 par cent on storage
spots. Now pick-up Solar us's' no
blacks, sakes kola* ail soma aid.
with slats!: tractor, works wills
two

t

pluvial'

Rceaching.by the pastor inorautC
•
and everting. A. M. subject: "11r1E -'
BURNING HEART": P. M. subject:
"THE BROKEN HEART." -School meets every
Church
Lord's Day at 9:30. Classes for all
ages beginning with the, Cradle
Roll Class.
Traihing ilnittifl every Lord's Day
at 6:45 p. m.•
Mid-week meeting every Wednesday et/ening at 720. '
Vacation Bible School for one
week beginning Junt'fith. Everyone is invited, but especially the
boys and girls from four years of
age through It All Will be elassi.
tied according to age, Transportation will lag provided _tad .arv
nounced.
' - •
REVIVAL meeting begins June
19. Rev. 4rthur 'Fox. preacher,
and Paul Fox, ME former's son.
director of music -sad .poreonal
workers;v41
.
1 be thellre ot the
'
meeting,
• Sam P. Marna. illestO-r'

int.

Corn• in

10:50 a. in.. The I:11A Pentecost,
followed by the sacrament of the
Lord's Supper._
•
7.45 p. m.. The Virtue of Patience.
•Both sermons by the pastor.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Meetings of yottng---people
three groups, 6:45 p. in.
Woman's Society of Christian
Service, at the church. TuesdaY
afternoon. June 3. at 3 o•clock.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CItUltai
• June 1. 1941 •''
10 a. in, Church
. School
- for all
ages.
1.1 a. .m., morning worship.
,fiinthents: 'Father in Heaven Briggs: "I Am With Thee" - Jacobsen.
Sermon theme: "The Dauntless
Sp
'
I.• • A. Her**, Jr., Minister.--

Iliciteet Farm
Co.
-COMPLETE REPAIR DEPARTMENT
Phone 61

201

A FREAGHT CAR OF GENUINE

FRIGIDAIRES-uNe'oADED
_

—

Sunday, Jane 1
Whitsunday, or Pentecost, in the
Mar Of the church yeti?

•4

r-

Inanity .servire
cost
at
the neaos

141

within
of -ev-

aryout_-_-_thii_lincL_
of service whiCh r-

Large PrisCilla Ruffled Curtains

will receive the-ippreval of all with

Plain margopetteir or
cushion dots* In cream, ecru. sad
!lade., Dress u. your home while •

Maple St.

-They MUST Be Good!

Our ideal is to
render a quali4T----

ge.

and sea this

awasing Cas• rnachme.

ItlarrnoptsT CRUltals NOM

QUALITY ..

"Tel'inelliblea for your telethon . . . Iii
green. ret blue, and ecru. Tailored from
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_Cool And Comfortable In Our Store —

I've found ADLERIKA satisfaetorY."
H. B.-Mich.) When bloated with
gat, annoyed 'by bad breath or sour
stomach, due to delayed bowel ac- •
tion, try ADLERIICA for QUICK
relief. Get it TODAY.
DaleoStabbleffeld & Co., Druggists
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0. B. Boone of Boone Clegners
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garment_ wheie the retTINCT• dry Award presented by Murray sigh
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"FOR 20 YEARS

'USED CAR" YOU WANT

----ehilldren4- Bay Serviet1e:50 A. M.
(All of the children will have
part on this program).
ORDER OF SERVICE:Prelude
Processional - "With
Happy
Voices Singing", Children's Choir..
Call to Worship (Chiltbid13The Doxology
.
Invocation and the Lord* MP.
er-Jerry Williams.
-Meditation - "Overtones"- - 11111
Lowry.
Congregation Hymn-'or the
Beauty of the Earth"
'
Scripture Lesson - Robert J.
Moser.
Morning Prayer-Jackie Wear.
Children's Choir-Response.
Tbe Lord's Supper-Communion
Hymn-"Break _Thou the Bread of

NT-Avows mom-Am/low Fos
JUNE DAIRY M091,31‘,.
Boone Cleaners Use

Farmer comes to his new place of
employment with about 20 years
of service station business here in
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For Johnson Fain AppliancefCi
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When the sale OtPrigickares. reacheit a sales peak whoie we can order in
of—throsassee,-you-know thep-Inuat-isorthe-Electrio-RiAlgerator-eheieein and let An tell YOU WhY•
•'

Big Assortment of Novelty and Fancy Weave* in 36 Inch and 40 Inch
Widths CURTAIN GOODS

15c

NATIONAL STORES CORP.

Sincerely,
J.
. H. chwchill_
_
Paiieral
Tele

Appliance Co.
Johnson-Fain,
Murray, Kentucky.
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